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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”

BOT to vote
on housing
increase
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor

IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Top: Melissa Benton, a junior elementary education
major and a member of Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority,
strut their stuff as they perform “Back to School”
from the movie “Grease II” and “Homecoming
Queen’s Gotta Gun,” by Julie Brown. The Alpha
Sigma Tau Sorority won first place in the sorority
competition.
Left: Members of the Sigma Kappa sorority cheer on
other sororities and fraternities who performed in
Airband Thursday night in McAfee Gymnasium. The
Sig Kaps are in first place in spirit points after five
days of competition. Delta Tau Delta fraternity also
is in first in spirit points.

Taus, Delts capture first at Airband
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
When members of a fraternity voluntarily show up in
public dressed as women, it’s a guaranteed good time.
McAfee Gym was swinging Thursday night as eight
fraternities and seven sororities competed in the annual Greek
Week Airband Competition.
Delta Tau Delta fraternity took top honors by using
gymnastics, acrobatics and disco into their rendition of “The
Blues Brothers.”
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority won their division with “The
Homecoming Queen’s got a Gun” and “Back to School.”
They wore poodle skirts and had squirt gun props and used
exaggerated, animated facial expressions to go with the lyrics
of the songs.
Men and women decked out in costume themes ranging
from Rocky Balboa to New Kids on the Block were lip-

syncing to the classics.
Sigma Pi fraternity did a rendition of Jackson Five hits and
songs by Boys 2 Men. The Michael Jackson look-alike had
clearly portrayed the king of pop and moved the fraternity into
second place.
Lambda Chi performed James Brown’s “Sex Machine” for
a slot in third place.
For the sorority division, Alpha Gamma Delta performed
selections from the movie “The Wizard of Oz.” In third place
was Alpha Phi who performed “Mama Said Knock You Out”
from L. L. Cool J. and “The Eye of the Tiger.” The fraternities
and sororities were judged on appearance, talent, lip sync
accuracy, originality, costumes and overall presentation.
Spirit point winners were also announced at the show. Delta
Tau Delta fraternity and Sigma Kappa sorority were in first
place as of 6 p.m. Thursday.
-Katie Vana and Kathy Schreier contributed to this article.

The Board of Trustees Monday will vote on
a room and board fee increase that is between
$108 to $149 each semester beginning in the
fall semester.
The BOT meeting will be held at 8:30 a.m.
Monday in the University Ballroom in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
If the BOT approves the increase, room and
board would range from $1,762 to $1,866 per
semester, depending on which meal plan is
chosen.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student
affairs, said the 1,200 students who signed
two-year housing contracts will not have to
pay the increase.
“By signing that contract they are
guaranteeing to us for two years and we are
guaranteeing that we will not raise the rates,”
Hencken said.
He said the increase in housing cost is a
result of the increase in the minimum wage.
“Basically we have an increase in cost, one
of which is because of the minimum wage
going up,” Hencken said. He said the housing
office had to compensate for the increased cost
of paying student workers.
The increase also will compensate for the
increase in cost for telephone services and
food, he said. The installation of new
elevators, piping, cooling systems, roofing and
replacing new carpet and mattresses will also
be funded by the fee increase.
“For a number of years room and board has
increased each year,” Hencken said.
He also said the proposal had not been
addressed at January’s BOT meeting because
the costs of food and repairs is not available
until later in the spring semester.
“It was too soon because we didn’t have
enough information to make good judgments
about what is going to happen next year,”
Hencken said.
He said the housing increase is proposed by
Bill Schnackel, director of housing and the
housing office.
Also at the BOT meeting, Eastern President
David Jorns will receive his annual evaluation
for the first time under the BOT. Any
discussion on his evaluation will be held in
executive session. If any action will be taken,
it will be done before the board.
“Usually an evaluation is on an individual’s
See BOT page 2A

AB missed $11,461 budget request because of ‘typo’
By ROB STROUD
City editor
The Apportionment Board
Thursday proposed using $11,461
from its revenue sharing account
to cover a budget request missed
during the budgeting process.
Sha Woodyard, an account
technician, said the budget
request
for
Dramatic
Performances was missed during
the budgeting process earlier this

semester. Woodyard said the
budget request was missed
because of a “typo.”
The budget request form
submitted by Student Government, University Board, the
Division of Sports and
Recreation, and itself had a line
item numbered 0211, which
included the amount of student
fee money the board was
requesting for the next fiscal year.
Dramatic
Performances

accidentally labeled its student
fee money request under line item
0500 as sales and services,
Woodyard said.
Woodyard said she and the
AB’s secretary counted up all the
requests under line items 0211
when they were figuring the total
budget requests. So in addition,
they missed the Dramatic
Performances’ request since it
was labeled differently.
The mistake was noticed early

Thursday when Woodyard was
going over the budget, which was
approved by the Student Senate
Wednesday. Woodyard said she
noticed the numbers weren’t
adding up.
Woodyard notified AB Chair
Lance Phillips, and the AB voted
to take the request for the missing
$11,461 out of their revenue
sharing account.
The AB revenue sharing
account is created from funds

unused by the student boards at
the end of the fiscal year,
Woodyard said.
The AB gets 30 percent of
these leftover funds for its
revenue sharing. Before the
missing request was discovered,
about $30,000 had been
accumulated in this fund, she
said.
Phillips said he was hoping the
See AB page 2A
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CUPB to discuss
planning initiatives
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
The Council on University
Planning and Budget today
will discuss the priority planning initiatives for the Fiscal
Year 1998.
The CUPB will meet at 3
p.m. today in the Effingham
Room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
During the March CUPB
meeting, members heard presentations by the Office of
Civil Rights, Office of Public
Affairs and the vice presidents
for business, academic and
student affairs. Members were
asked to rank the initiatives in
order they saw most beneficial to the university.
James Tidwell, executive

AB

c o m m i t t e e c h a i r, s a i d t h e
council also will look at the
capital planning projects and
rank them as well.
He also said the subcommittee working on revising
the strategic plan may give a
preliminary report. He said he
does not know if the subcommittee will be prepared to
submit an additional draft.
In other CUPB business,
the council will discuss proposed bylaw changes which
were tabled at the March
meeting.
The first proposed bylaw
change would require each
vice-presidential area to be
represented on a five-person
executive committee. Currently, academic affairs is the
only area represented.

The Daily Eastern News

Edgar pardons two men who served
18 years in prison for 1978 murders
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Gov.
Jim Edgar pardoned two men
Thursday who each spent 18
years in prison for a 1978 double
murder they didn’t commit.
The pardons given to Willie
Rainge and Kenneth Adams, both
39, allow them to apply to the
state for compensation for their
years of false imprisonment.
They could each get around
$130,000, said Mike Lawrence, a

spokesman for Edgar.
Rainge and Adams, along with
Dennis Williams and Verneal
Jimerson, were twice convicted
of murdering Larry Lionberg and
his fiance Carol Schmal at a gas
station in Homewood, a suburb of
Chicago.
The four men, who lived near
each other in the rough suburb of
East Chicago Heights in 1978,
were exonerated of the crimes

Flu all but gone in the United States
ATLANTA (AP) - The flu season is all but over
after a particularly deadly visit believed to have
claimed more than 20,000 lives across the nation.
Outbreaks reached 38 states. The culprit was a
killer strain called Wuhan, a Type A flu virus that
is traditionally responsible for large epidemics,
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
said Thursday.
The government does not have a final death
tally, said Nancy Arden, a CDC epidemiologist.

“In an average season, flu is associated with
about 20,000 deaths,” she said. “Based on the
information we have so far, there will probably be
more than 20,000 deaths this season.”
Most flu outbreaks this year were in nursing
homes. The strain also swept through Europe and
Asia. The outbreaks peaked in December, followed by 10 weeks when deaths from pneumonia
and flu soared above the government’s expectations.

Heiple faces
more ethical
questions

from page one

AB could use this $30,000 for
additional allocations next year.
Most of the debate at the AB
meeting centered around what
would happen to the rest of the
revenue sharing fund.
Woodyard said the student
enrollment budgeted for this year
by the AB had fallen short of the
predicted figures.
The enrollment figure for 199697 Fiscal Year will not be established until June 30, but it is estimated the AB will fall short of its
predicted student fee money from
enrollment by almost $18,000,
Woodyard said.
Woodyard said the AB had discussed taking this $18,000 out of
its revenue sharing account as
well. Taking $18,000 out, plus
almost $12,000 for the missed
budget request, would eliminate
the revenue sharing account.
Several AB members were concerned this would take away the
AB’s ability to give out additional
allocations next year, but decided
to deal with the issue now instead
of waiting until next year.

BOT

IBE MASYUKI/Staff photographer
Lance Phillips, chairman of Apportionment Board, explains about its budget problem to the board members Thursday evening at 1895 room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

from page one

performance,” said Shelly
Flock, coordinator of public
information.
The BOT also will vote on
whether to spend $10,000 for
repairs to University House, the

last summer, and three other men
were charged. That all came
about largely because of new
DNA evidence and research gathered by three Northwestern
University students and their professor.
Edgar pardoned Williams and
Jimerson last year. Rainge and
Adams weren’t pardoned until
now because they applied to
Edgar later, Lawrence said.

official residence provided for
Jorns.
“This is a pretty routine item
they are voting on,” Flock said.
The proposed budget would
allocate $1,400 for painting the
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second floor of Jorns’ house,
and $8,600 for repairs to the
house.
The BOT will hold board
elections for new appointments
to the chair, vice chair and sec-

retary for the 1997 school year.
Terry Weidner, vice president
for academic affairs, also will
present the Fiscal Year 1998 priorities statement and the updated capital projects plan.

CHICAGO (AP) - Illinois
Chief Justice James Heiple,
already engulfed in controversy,
for several years leased his
regional court office from a
Pekin bank where his wife was a
director and stockholder, a newspaper reported Thursday.
The Chicago Tribune cited
state records for its report.
According to lawyers and ethics
experts, the Supreme Court justice may have violated a criminal
statute that prohibits elected officials from having an interest in a
state contract or lease, the paper
reported.
Heiple referred questions to
his attorney, George Mahoney
III, who said he does not believe
the lease presented a conflict of
interest. Mahoney said Heiple
himself owned no stock in the
bank. He also said it is “an
affront to women” to suggest
they cannot own assets independently of their spouses.
Heiple has been embroiled in
controversy arising from four
traffic stops in which he is
accused of trying to use his position to avoid tickets. On
Monday, the House created a
bipartisan committee to determine whether grounds exist for
impeachment.
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Ebony and Ivory step
in style at annual show
Event shows black
and white unity
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
The second annual Ebony and Ivory Step
Show was the final cap to a day of campus
and greek unity.
The show, which featured fraternities
and sororities dancing and stepping together, was held Thursday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“It is something we hope we can keep
doing for years,” said Alpha Phi Alpha
President Kerry Innis.
“We got a little later start than we
expected but everyone seems to be enjoying themselves,” he said.
The first performance was by members
of Delta Zeta and Zeta Phi Beta sorority.
“It’s a Zeta thing,” they told the crowd.
The women performed different dance
and step moves to a hip hop beat while
they were cheered on by the crowd.
The men of Alpha Phi Alpha and Sigma
Phi Epsilon worked together to incorporate
humor in their performance as they challenged each other to see who could step
better.

“You call that stepping, that was country
line dancing,” Bryan Grossbauer, a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon, called to taunt
the Alphas.
The men of Alpha Phi Alpha then
brought down the house with an incredible
performance that the Sig Eps joined in.
“The Delta Zetas and the Sig Eps performed like professionals,” Innis said. “The
Alphas and the Zetas were wonderful
also.”
Comedians Leon Rogers Jr. and Shay
Shay performed after the step show.
“Anything we can do to get the blacks
and whites together is beneficial,” Kevin
“Breed” Crawford, told the crowd.
Breed was the master of ceremonies for
the show and kept the crowd entertained
with a bit of dancing and a few jokes as
everyone waited for the comedian to arrive.
“We should have had more fraternities
and sororities,” Breed said.
He said the Black Student Union skating
party and Greek Week’s Airband drew
away from the usual crowd for the step
show.
Miss Black EIU Tawanda Lawrence said
the show was even better than last year.
“I like to see different faces get together,” she said. “We are so divided, with the
whites and blacks – we need more multicultural events.
“This is a start,” she said.

By DENISE RENFRO/Staff Photographer
Members of Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternities break it down with steppinmg and dancing for a crowd of about 80 people in the University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

New store to offer sweetness Voter turnout results
By ERIK LARSON
Staff writer

Charleston residents and Eastern students will be
getting a new store to satisfy their sweet tooth this
weekend.
The Sugar Shack, a locally owned candy store, will
be opening this weekend at 106 W. Lincoln Ave. The
Sugar Shack will be located within Country Cousins, a
store that sells concrete lawn decorations.
The Sugar Shack is owned by Ron and Rick Phillips
and Country Cousins is owned by their mother,
Margaret Phillips.
Margaret Phillips said Mayor Dan Cougill will perform a ribbon cutting ceremony at 11 a.m. and there
will be a live D.J. from Casey radio station WCBC
104.3 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. as part of the opening day
promotions.
There will also be a drawing for prizes including the
grand prize of a basket of chocolates, Phillips said.
The Sugar Shack will also give out samples of
chocolates to customers and balloons to children, she
said.
The Sugar Shack’s regular hours will be from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday and from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturdays.
Margaret Phillips said the city needed a new candy
store.
“It’s something we don’t really have in Charleston,”
she said. “We have high-quality chocolates, sugar-free
taffys, hard candies, Jelly Bellies, sours, licorice, balloons and gift items such as music boxes, and we also

“

We have high-quality chocolates, sugar-free taffys, hard candies,
Jelly Bellies, sours, licorice, balloons
and gift items such as music boxes,
and we also make deliveries.”
–Margaret Phillips,
owner of Country Cousins

make deliveries.”
She said the Sugar Shack will make free deliveries
of balloon bouquets and chocolates in town.
“We don’t make the candy ourselves, we purchase it
from a Mrs. Burden’s candy factory,” Phillips said.
Phillips said the Sugar Shack has received a wide
variety of sugar-free chocolates from Mrs. Burden’s
which are hard to come by in this area. She said the
inside of Country Cousins had lots of room since most
of the concrete decorations were stored outside.
Phillips said she and her sons were looking for a way
to fill this space, so when they saw an advertisement
for Mrs. Burden’s candy in the newspaper, they decided to open a candy store.
Phillips said she and her sons will take turns running
the two stores.
She said both Ron and Rick Phillips are busy with
their other jobs. Rick Phillips is the driver of the
Mother’s shuttle bus on the weekend.

12th ANNIVERSARY
Charleston
426 W. Lincoln

348-8282

2 LARGE
2 TOPPINGS
$12 FOR 12 DAYS!

remain consistent
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
Out of 11,000 students, 1,941 voted in Tuesday and
Wednesday’s Student Government elections, which is consistent
with last year’s spring elections.
Approximately 1,938 voted in the spring elections last year. In
1994, more than 2,000 students voted, in 1993, 1,624 voted and
in 1992, 1,170 students voted.
John Petrenko, executive director of the elections commission,
said one of the reasons for the voter turnout was the referendum
that was placed on the ballot to get student reaction about
Student Senate executive members receiving tuition waivers.
He said the two-day election process also helped to improve
voter turnout.
“If we have to work two days to get more people to vote and
get more people represented, that’s what we’ll do,” Petrenko
said.
The two high profile parties, NOW Party and Party 2000, definitely increased the number of voters, Petrenko said.
There was more on-campus voting than off-campus in the election. Petrenko said 491 votes were cast by on-campus students
and 450 off-campus students voted. He said the largest voter
turnouts were at Thomas, Taylor and Carmen Halls.
“I’m extremely pleased,” Petrenko said. “The candidates were
well behaved. The elections were really fair and everything ran
smoothly.”

‘President for a Day’ can unearth mysteries

The Daily Eastern News
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Extending campaign
strategies will boost
next year’s turnout
More students turned out for this year ’s
Student Government elections than last year –
three more.
But this is a good thing. It means election
turnout is staying consistent.
In last year’s elections 1,938 students voted,
and this year 1,941, or 17 percent of the students,
turned out at the polls to cast their votes.
Voter turnout peaked
in 1994 when over 2,000
students voted, but totals
have remained consistently high in following years.
One reason may be the mass campaigning that
took place this year. Both Party 2000 and the
NOW Party took to the campus, greek organizations and e-mail extensions.
Through e-mail both parties reached hundreds
of students on and off campus. This idea was initially begun when Jason Amato and Ruthie
Rundle, both Student Senate members, set up an
e-mail contact list to keep recognized student
organizations up to date on current events within
the senate.
Now the next step has to be taken.
In order for the plethora of votes to continue to
rise, the push to educate students must also continue.
By sending messages through e-mail and getting out to interact with students, the newly elected officials will be able to keep in touch with the
students they represent.
Then, next time elections roll around students
will be able to vote on candidates they support,
not for those they have merely heard of.

I applied. I crossed my fingers,
and hoped my name would be
drawn from the manila envelope.
But Gary Ballinger won.
Ballinger is the one lucky
member of the student body who
will get to spend the day with
Eastern President David Jorns.
The Student Government spon- REAGAN BRANHAM
sored the “President for a Day” Regular columnist
contest in which one student
could follow Jorns from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. today to find out what a
university president does on a typical day.
Shelly Flock, coordinator of public information, said
Ballinger will accompany Jorns to the Council on Planning
and Budget meeting and will go to several appointments.
While these events will be interesting, Ballinger also
should take advantage of this opportunity to have a little
fun with the president and maybe solve a few mysteries on
campus.
Although I do not get to be president for the day, I
would like to offer a few suggestions of things Ballinger
could do during his day with Jorns.
1. Open the secret vault in a conference room in Old Main.
Flock said old papers and office supplies are stored in
the vault. Ballinger may be able to sneak a look in the
vault and reveal exactly what lies behind the secret metal
door.
2. Take advantage of the guaranteed front-row parking
spot near the entrance of Old Main and let Jorns try to find
a close faculty parking spot. If Ballinger gets to be president for a day, he also should get the presidential perks.
Students and faculty members have to try to find park-

ing spots every day – let’s see if
Jorns can come up with a way to
“If Gary
hunt down a close spot.
Ballinger gets 3. Climb to the top of the castle
to be president and see if there are any damsels
in distress up there. What’s up
for a day, he
there anyway?
Flock said a narrow stairwell
also should get
leads to the top of Old Main, but
the presidential she has only been at the top of
perks.”
the tower once. But she said people are allowed at the top.
Ballinger should grab the rare
opportunity to go exploring in a castle.
4. Get a picture taken with the president for the “Jorns
Sighting of the Week” in The Daily Eastern News.
Enough said.
5. Take a knife and carve “Gary was here” on the top of
Jorns’ desk.
This will be proof that a student has seen the president’s
office.
6. See if the president will take a tour of the tunnel that
runs under the university. Although Flock said she has
heard of the tunnel, she has never been in it herself.
The tunnel runs from Old Main to the steam plant.
Ballinger should find out exactly what is hidden under the
university.
After a long day’s work, prop your feet up on Jorns’ big
desk and let out a sigh of relief ... you are not really the
president of Eastern Illinois University, David Jorns is.
–Reagan Branham is a regular columnist and managing
editor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address
is curlb4@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.

Editorial

Jorns sighting of the week
Because students have complained about the
visibility of President David Jorns, The Daily Eastern
News will provide a glimpse of him during his
weekly activities at the end of each week.

CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Staff photographer
Jorns presents Sigma Kappa’s Nicole Couri, a junior elementary education/early childhood major, with the
President’s Award for Fraternal Excellence on Monday.
L e t

y o u r
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Watch for Earth Week
newspaper articles,
speakers next week
Dear editor:
With this letter I will speak for a
number of us who in celebration of
Earth Week would like to enthusiastically endorse a coming series of both
speaking appearances and contributed
articles to the Charleston TimesCourier. As cosponsors, the League of
Women Voters, the Charleston Earth
Society, Eastern’s EARTH Club and
the local Nature Conservancy wish to
invite public attention to the following
speakers:
■ At 10 a.m. on Saturday, Mark
Donnelly of the Charleston Water
Treatment Plant will speak on
“Everything You Want to Know About
Charleston Water” in the basement of
the Charleston Public Library.
■ At 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Judith
Miller, environmental program manager for the Urbana Park District, will
speak on “What Steps Might Be Taken
in Communities Like Charleston to
Establish a Community Organic
Garden” in room 332 of the Physical
Science Building. It is cosponsored by
the Geology/Geography Department.
And also the following articles will
appear in the Times-Courier:
■ A report on the progress of the
Embarras River Watershed Project by
Dr.. Vincent J. Gutowski, associate professor of geology at Eastern
■ Studies of Midwest forest life by Bob

h e a r d .

E - m a i l

u s

your turn
Czafoni, natural heritage biologist with
the Department of Natural Resources
■ A report on local volunteerism for
restoration and preservation of prairie
lands by Larry Thorsen of Nature
Conservancy
We strongly encourage public attendance to the two speaking engagements
and special attention to the aforementioned articles to be contributed.

Scott Smith
Charleston Earth Society

Younger generations
gave up right to vote
forefathers fought for
Dear editor:
Just as I expected! My fears and
expectations were met with full force
based on what the media and papers are
reporting. Voter turnout has once again
slipped into a very, VERY low amount
this past municipal election on April 1.
I see it as very sad for so many free
Americans to give up the right that our
forefathers, even our grandfathers and
fathers, so valiantly fought for!
Not surprisingly, turnout was
exceedingly low among the younger
generations ... those just out of college
down through those just eligible to
vote. What does our country have to
look forward to? More and more of the
older generation is dying off ... those
with war stories to tell and battle
a t

wounds to show are slowly being
removed from the face of this earth. My
younger generation knows very little
about the horrors and trials of war,
except by what our mediocre textbooks
teach us. We don’t know what that is
like to have to fight for freedom in the
context of war.
That is why it is so important for us,
as the new generations of Americans,
to go to the polls and fight for our freedoms in a way that we can ... by voting.
We must show the older generations of
this land that we DO care about our
right to vote. We must hold this right in
our utmost respect ... or we very well
might find ourselves one day without
the right!

Matt Honnold
Charleston resident

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages
letters to the editor concerning local,
state, national or international issues.
Letters should be less than 250
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author ’s
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and space at
the discretion of the editorial page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.

c u k a v @ u x a . e c n . b g u . e d u

Campus comes
together for
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
Greek and non-greek students came out to play
games, throw pies and slide down a slip and slide
of creamed corn, ketchup, grape jelly, applesauce,
whipped cream and chocolate sauce Thursday at
Greek Week Unity Day.
More than 200 people attended the event, braving the wind blowing off the Campus Pond all
afternoon. The lure of free food on the slip and
slide and the music of the bands kept the cold wind
out of students’ minds.
“Everybody is having a really good time,” said a
whipped-cream covered Becky Marushak, assistant
director of Student Life/Greek Affairs.
Marushak participated in the pie throwing event
as she, along with editors of the Daily Eastern
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UNITY
day

News, Student Government officers and greek royalty, all caught whip cream pies with their faces.
“I’m a little upset I didn’t get any whipped
cream thrown at me,” said Student Body President
Jason Anselment.
Anselment said he would, however, be available
if any other group wants to organize a pie throw
before the end of the semester.
Bands K-Love and Blue and the Middlemen
entertained the crowd with different types of
music.
Dawn Liekis, a freshman biochemistry major,
said she came out to see the band Middlemen perform because they were friends of a friend.
“We’re not greek, but we’re having a good

time,” she said.
The games of Unity Day were designed to
resemble the games at the fair in the end of the
movie “Grease” to fit with the theme of the week.
Some of the games included a tricycle race, a
ring toss, an obstacle course and flag football. Also
a clown, a caricature artist and a big pink bear
were at the event to entertain the crowds.
Donna Cuisia, co-coordinator for the event, said
she was pleased with the event overall and the
number of people in attendance.
“I got lots of compliments on the games and the
bands,” she said.
Cuisia said many people said that this year’s
Unity Day was a lot of fun.
Marushak agreed with Cuisia.
“I haven’t heard any complaints, the steering
committee and the chapter heads did a great job.
I’m pleased with the turnout,” Marushak said.

(Far left) Diane Schmelzel,
senior english major and a
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
member, dives onto the food slip
and slide during Unity Day
festivities by the Campus Pond
Thursday afternoon.
(Above) K-Love and Blue
perform a melodic tune at the
Unity Day festivities Thursday
afternoon as part of Greek
Week.
(Left)Becky Marushak Assistant
Director of Student Life/Greek
Affairs plays dizzy bats at the
Unity Day festivities held at the
Campus Pond Thursday
afternoon.
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Students can smell the roses
By ROB STROUD
City editor
A retired Eastern professor has organized a Spring
nature walk Saturday at Fox Ridge State Park.
Wesley Whiteside said he began organizing these
annual nature walks in 1987 after he retired from
Eastern’s botany department.
This year’s nature walk will begin at 9:30 a.m. at the
baseball diamond in Fox Ridge and conclude at 10:30
a.m. Whiteside said either he or several volunteers will
lead the tour and point out wildflowers and trees in
bloom.
Some of the trees expected to be in bloom are the
dogwoods and redwoods. Whiteside said some of the
many wildflowers in bloom should include the jack-inthe pulpit, the prairie trillium, the swamp buttercup and
the blue phlox.
Glen Lyons, a site superintendent at Fox Ridge, said
the bright blue of the blue phloxes and orchids should
get the attention of many of the walkers, but there will
be many other wildflowers to look at.
Lyons said 37 different types of wildflowers will be
identified during the walk.
Whiteside said the walk will be an opportunity for
people to get outside and enjoy the sight of all the wild-

flowers in bloom.
Larry Crofutt, a retired botany professor at Eastern,
said Whiteside is considered to be a local authority on
wildflowers and plants by many people.
“Anything you want to know about them, he
knows,” Crofutt said. “You’ve heard of some people
having a green thumb, well he’s got the greenest thumb
of anyone I know.”
Crofutt said the Coles County Historical Society
hosts an annual tour of Whiteside’s five-acre yard east
of Charleston and his arboretum, which houses many
rare types of plants and flowers.
Whiteside said he purchased the land in 1962, two
years after he came to Eastern. Whiteside said he
worked on tending his garden and caring for his
numerous rare plants while teaching classes at Eastern.
His yard and garden include water lilies, roses, cactuses and magnolias. Whiteside said the Historical
Society visits his home on Memorial Day weekend to
see these flowers in bloom.
Whiteside said his arboretum houses such rare plants
as the silky camillia, the Japanese umbrella pine and
the cedar of Lebanon.
These plants are extremely rare in the Midwest and
the cedar of Lebanon is particularly rare because it can
only be grown in the Middle East.
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Car to simulate impact
of driving while drunk
By TRACY BROWN
Activities editor
The Dodge Neon Drunk Driving Simulator is coming to
Eastern for Alcohol Awareness Month Monday to raise awareness among students about the dangers of drunk driving.
The simulator will run from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Ninth
Street parking lot next to Greek Court.
“The simulator really does impact students and how they are
or are not able to drive a vehicle when they are impaired (by
alcohol),” said Holly Cofer, health education coordinator.
Cofer said the simulated vehicle is programmed by one of the
employees of the Chrysler Cooperation.
The programmer puts in the weight of the person into the car
and that will decide how many drinks the person can have before
they are drunk.
The driver will then drive the vehicle around an obstacle
course and the car will drive as if the person driving is drunk,
Cofer said. Drivers and passengers will be accommodated on a
first come, first served basis.
Health Service said in a press release that all cars from the
west end of the ninth street parking lot, five rows deep, must be
removed by Sunday at 9 p.m.

Two report bicycle thefts Soldier says drill sergeant threatened
By ROB STROUD
City editor
Two bicycle thefts from the
bicycle racks Tuesday around
Lantz Gymnasium were reported
to campus police.
Brock F. Hendricks, 24, 1213
Arthur Ave., reported his bicycle
was taken between noon and 4:45
p.m. Tuesday from the bike rack
on the east side of Lantz
Gymnasium.
The police report valued the
bicycle and its accessories at
$431.
Rebecca D. Shields, 23, 2219 S.
Ninth St., reported that her bicycle
was taken between 2 p.m. and 4
p.m. Tuesday from the bike rack
on the north side of Lantz
Gymnasium. The police report
valued the bicycle and its acces-

Police
BLOTTER
sories at $370.
In other campus and city news:
■
Larry L. Endsley, the
Superintendent of the Charles-ton
Street Department, reported that a
wooden pickup table was broken
between April 11 and Monday at
the Kiwanis Park on Jackson
Avenue. Damages were estimated
to be $100, police reports stated.
■ Andrew S. Tiemann, 37,
University Estates Lot 238, was
charged with resisting arrest at
7:11 p.m. Monday in the
University Estates mobile home
park.

Great Apartments Now Leasing for 97-98
Only A Few Apartments Left

•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Fully Furnished
•Laundry facilities
•Swimming Pool & Sun Deck

•Central Air
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(across from Carman Hall)

2219 S. 9th St. #17

345-6000

Please visit our office Sat. April 19th to view an apartment Hours 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

Domino’s Pizza

LARGE
1 Topping
& Bread Stix

Only

$7.95
348-1626

to kill her if she told of sexual assault
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, Md. (AP) – A
soldier who accuses her drill sergeant of raping her testified Thursday that he threatened to kill her if she told
but boasted that nobody would believe her if she did.
The private first class said Army Staff Sgt. Delmar
Simpson pulled down her shorts and raped her as she
stooped to pick up something in his office in July. She
said she was raped again on the bathroom floor in her
barracks room in August.
“‘If anybody finds out about this,’ he’d say, `I’ll hurt
you.
I’ll kill you,’” she said.
The 20-year-old soldier was the fifth woman to
accuse Simpson at his court-martial of rape in 1995
and 1996.
“You can tell whoever you want,” she quoted the
drill sergeant as saying. “They can’t hurt me. They
can’t touch me.” Another 20-year-old private first class
testified Thursday that Simpson demanded sex as a
payback for putting in a good word for her when she

faced disciplinary charges that could have ended her
career.
She cried as she testified that he forced her to perform oral sex and then raped her in his office bathroom
and in her barracks room on two occasions in August
and September. She said she didn’t report it because of
Simpson’s authority as a drill sergeant.
“I didn’t think anybody would believe me because
I’d been in trouble before,” she said. She did not elaborate on the disciplinary charges she faced.
Simpson’s lawyers, who contend the sex was consensual, pointed out that the woman did not fight the
sergeant or tell him she did not want sex. In one of
three sworn statements she gave investigators, she said
she participated “willingly,” Capt. Edward Brady said.
Under cross-examination Thursday, she said: “I
didn’t feel like I had a choice.” Simpson is the first soldier to stand trial in the Aberdeen sex scandal that led
to an investigation of sexual misconduct at military
bases worldwide.
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RHA elects five new executives CAA adds two classes
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor

or/Illinois Communications
Coordinator. Anne Niznik, a
sophomore elementary education
major, was elected to the position
of treasurer.
Most students elected said they
would try to get more students
involved in RHA. Perry said
activities, such as the haunted
house and the hall feud, were a
good way to get students involved
in RHA because they provide
activities for underage students.
Pope said as vice president she
would try to get more students
involved through better publicity

Five students were elected to
executive positions at the
Residence Hall Association meeting Thursday.
Amanda Perry, a sophomore
psychology major, was elected to
be the new president for RHA.
Haley Pope, a sophomore zoology
major, was elected to the vice
president position. Kathy Roberg,
a junior elementary education
major, was elected to National
Communication Coordinat-

for RHA events.
Roberg said as NCC/ICC coordinator she would try to get all
kinds of students involved with
RHA’s conference. She said by
getting freshmen involved with
RHA conferences they will be
encouraged to work in RHA.
At its next meeting, RHA will
be taking nominations for the
position of secretary that will be
left vacant when Perry takes over
as president because she is currently the RHA secretary.
RHA also tabled its constitution
changes until the next meeting.

Open house scheduled for Saturday
By LESLEY R. CHINN
Staff writer
The Admissions Office will host a spring open
house on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. to get incoming students familiar with Eastern.
The tour originally scheduled for today was later
changed to Saturday to make it convenient for students
and their families.
“We usually have the tours on school holidays but
since there are few in April, we decided the weekend
would be a convenient time for the open house,” Dale
Wolf, director of admissions said.
Students and families will meet in the University
Ballroom for registration between 8:30 & 9:30 a.m.
and an opening session at 9:30 a.m. They will then

meet in the Grand Ballroom with the academic department between 10 a.m. and noon.
Wolf said students will tour the campus and later eat
lunch in one of the residence halls after receiving their
meal tickets from the union.
A general tour will begin at 1 p.m. from the
University Ballroom. Wolf said afternoon sessions
will not be held because of the weekend. Students and
families are welcome to tour the campus on their own.
The admissions office will be open until 3 p.m. for
any questions about the campus not covered in the
tour.
Parking will be available Saturday for students and
their families.
“They can park just about anywhere since it’s usually not a problem on the weekend,” Wolf said.
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EARLY AND
MISS THE
LINE!
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22oz Lite Btls,
Corona Btls,
Cherry Bomb,
Apple Slice,
Grape Ape
12oz Drinks

$ 00

¢

12 oz Drafts
Lite, Icehouse,
Bud, Bud Light, &
Honey Brown

1

Purple Hooter
Watermelon
Buttery Nipple
Cherry Pucker
S
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H
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O
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If you want a free meal,
go to your MOM’s; if you
want to party & get it on,
go to S T U s

• STUS IS THE BOMB • STUS IS THE BOMB • STUS IS THE BOMB •

YOUNGSTOWN
Now Renting For Fall ‘97 & ‘98 & Summer
Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4 People

24 Hr. Maintenance

1,3 & 4 Bedrooms Available

Dishwashers
Decks & Balconies

Central Air
Onsite Management
Fully Furnished

Garbage Disposals

CALL TO VIEW OUR UNIQUE
APARTMENTS TODAY!!

345-2363

Cambridge & Nantucket
Rent before
4-18-97
and get
free carpet

(Around corner at S. 9th
St. across from church)

NEW

OWNERSHIP
SUMMER RATES
RATES
$
1 Bedroom
58500
$
2 Bedroom
68500
$
3 & 4 Bedroom
78500
One Time Payment
CALL TODAY!
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into integrated core
By CHRIS WISE
Staff writer
The Council on Academic
Affairs voted Thursday to add two
new philosophy courses to
Eastern’s Integrated Core in the fall
and spring semesters next year.
Next fall, a course dealing with
language and human nature will be
available to students, while a second course dealing with sociological and political philosophy will be
available in the spring of 1998.
“We have realized more of a
demand for philosophy courses,
which is not being met,” said Gary
Aylesworth, professor of philosophy.
Philosophy professor Brian
Beakley, who submitted the proposal for the first course to the
committee, stated that it would be
technical in nature and would help
to lay a foundation for the study of
current syntax theory.
Beakley said that the course
would look into the relation
between the human mind and animal psychology.
The second course is set to cover
a broad area and look deeper into

what is the

Council
on Academic
Affairs?

CAA
The Council on Academic
Affairs evaluates college courses.
It determines whether new
courses make it to a curriculum
and whether present courses
get dumped from the catalog.

the question of “why do people live
together?”, according to Frederick
Rauscher, professor of philosophy.
Rauscher said that the background and text for the course will
come from such diverse elements
as law, economics theory and political science.
The only concerns raised by the
committee had to do with whether
the new courses are really needed
and, if they are, will they fulfill the
needs of the university and the core
itself.
Philosophy 3700C will be the
course available this fall, while
Philosophy 3050C will be offered
in the spring of 1998.
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Devils, Flyers, Panthers take 1-0 series leads
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) –
Goaltender Martin Brodeur scored an
empty net goal to cap a three-goal third
period and the New Jersey Devils defeated
the Montreal Canadiens 5-2 in the opening
game of their first-round playoff series.
Brodeur’s flip the length of the ice
capped a bizarre game that saw the Devils
take an early 2-0 lead, give it away with
two second-period short-handed goals and
then come back to put the feisty Canadiens
away.
The game didn’t end, however, until 10
players engaged in a minor melee with
18.4 seconds to play.
Brodeur became only the second NHL
goalie to score in the playoffs as he sent a
shot from the side of his net all the way
down ice. As the puck skidded into the net
with 44.6 seconds to play, Brodeur jumped
up and down repeatedly, a huge smile
creasing his face under his mask.
Ron Hextall scored for Philadelphia on
April 11, 1989.
He also finished with 28 saves in a
game where the Canadiens had at least 10
good scoring chances.
Bill Guerin provided the game-winner
by putting the rebound of Scott Stevens’
shot past Jocelyn Thibault 5:19 into the
third period. Brian Rolston iced the game
with his second goal of the game, this one
short-handed with 8:01 to play.
Shayne Corson and Benoit Brunet

scored short-handed in the second period
for Montreal, which also had a goal disallowed in the middle period.

Flyers 5, Penguins 1
PHILADELPHIA (AP) – Garth Snow
made 27 saves in his first playoff start and
Eric Lindros had a goal and three assists as
the Philadelphia Flyers beat the Pittsburgh
Penguins 5-1 Thursday night.
The win put the Flyers up 1-0 in the
best-of-7 playoff series, with Game 2 set
for Saturday night in Philadelphia. Pat
Falloon had two goals and Rod
Brind’Amour had a goal and an assist for
Philadelphia.
Snow, subbing for a slumping Ron
Hextall, had a number of good saves, but
none better than the one he made on Mario
Lemieux two minutes into the third period.
Snow gloved aside a point-blank bid from
Lemieux, who was alone about 10 feet in
front of the net.
The Penguins, who broke Snow’s
shutout bid with a goal by Jaromir Jagr
five minutes into the third period, are 013-1 on the road since beating Montreal 63 on Feb. 5.
After outshooting Pittsburgh 16-5 in the
first period and taking a 1-0 lead,
Philadelphia took full control seconds into
the second period on an impressive play
by Lindros.
Lindros started the play by dropping

It’s 8:00......
Your day is just
starting, and you’re
hungry!!!!!
You should have
stopped at

ARBY’S
Now Serving
Breakfast
Eastern Illinois University

Youth Theatre
presents

by Suzan Zeder
7:00 p.m. April 16,17,18,19
&
2:00 p.m. April 20, 1997
on the Mainstage
Doudna Fine Arts Center
Charleston, Illinois
Adults $6
Senior Citizens, Students $3.50

For reservations and ticket information
phone 581-3110

Darius Kasparaitis, whom Lindros once
accused of going after his knees, with a
check that ricocheted the Pittsburgh
defenseman off the boards and onto his
back. Lindros kicked the loose puck to
LeClair, who was also behind the net, and
LeClair bounced a pass off the side of the
net into the slot.
Holding off one defender, Lindros
chased down the puck and slipped a onehanded pass to the other side of the net,
where LeClair slapped it in only 39 seconds into the second period.
The Flyers also closed out the middle
period with a goal, with Brind’Amour
scoring on the power play with 32 seconds
left.

Panthers 3, Rangers 0
MIAMI (AP) – Florida goaltender John
Vanbiesbrouck earned his fourth career
playoff shutout as the Panthers beat the
New York Rangers 3-0 in the opener of
their playoff series on Thursday night.
Florida scored three goals in a nineminute span in the second period to begin
their defense of the Eastern Conference
title.
Johan Garpenlov, Kirk Muller and Rob
Niedermayer scored for Florida.
Defenseman Robert Svehla had an
excellent game with three assists and several key defensive plays. Game 2 of the
best-of-7 series will be played at the

Miami Arena on Sunday.
Vanbiesbrouck picked up where he left
off last postseason, when he backstopped
the Panthers to a triple-overtime 1-0 loss
to the Colorado Avalanche in Game 4 of
the Stanley Cup finals.
He had 34 saves and weathered a strong
start by the Rangers, who outshot Florida
10-1 in the first eight minutes.
It was the goaltender’s second playoff
shutout for the Panthers.
The other two came during his nine full
seasons as netminder for the Rangers.
Florida’s penalty killing shut down the
Rangers’ power play, the best in the NHL
during the regular season. While New
York was held scoreless on four power
plays – including a 5-on-3 in the third period – the Panthers scored twice with the
man-advantage.
Svehla set up the first power-play goal
at 6:06 of the second period on a pass to
Garpenlov, who shot past sprawled New
York goaltender Mike Richter.
Six minutes later, with New York’s Jeff
Beukeboom in the penalty box for charging, Muller tipped in a Svehla slapshot
from the blue line to give the Panthers a 20 lead.
Florida finished the second period rally
when Scott Mellanby, behind the goal line,
passed to Niedermayer for the stuff shot
and a 3-0 Florida lead at 15:07 of the second.
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Women’s golf team hosts Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament

Spikers head to Illinois

and 98.6, respectively.
Marissa Goldensoph and Diedra Barlow’s averages
are both in triple digits.
Dohman said Tennessee Tech looks to be the powerhouse.
“We’ve seen most of (the teams),” she said. “They
all have more experience than us.”
Even with the lack of experience this year the team
is going in with an upbeat attitude.
“It (confidence) is pretty high for us,” Dohman said.
“We just hope we can do the best that we can.”
Dohman said the team is looking to shoot in the 90’s
individually, and 380 as a team, but they are not setting
their sights too high.
“We’ll probably finish last,” Dohman said. “We’re
only a first year team so we can’t expect to do a whole
lot.”
–staff report

In only their inaugural year at Eastern, the Lady
Panther golf team is not only playing in its first Ohio
Valley Conference Championship tournament, but they
are also hosting the tournament as well.
Play begins today at Eagle Creek Resort in Findlay
and runs through Sunday.
Eastern Kentucky won the tourney last year, and
Tennessee Tech won the two previous years. Murray
State is the other team competing in the four-team
field.
With the short season, the Lady Panthers only had
two previous tournaments; the first being at Eastern
Kentucky where they finished last in the 13-team field,
and Tuesday when they hosted the EIU Invite at Eagle
Creek, taking first in a three-team field.
Freshman Julia Corwin leads the team with her average of 90 per 18 holes. Two other freshmen, Kara
Dohman and Ann Ankerbrand have averages of 92.6

The Panther volleyball team
is going to be shorthanded as it
takes off to play its final spring
volleyball tournament of the
year at Illinois.
The Panthers will be taking
six players to play against
Illinois State, Wisconsin,
Miami (Ohio), Illinois, Iowa
and an Illinois Alumni team.
“The competition level is
great, but my main concern
will be making it through the
day with only six players,”
Panther head coach Betty
Ralston said. “It is going to be
a long day, and I hope no one
gets injured.”
The Panthers are now down
to two freshman, one sopho-

more and three juniors, since
sophomore Missy Hollenkamp
was just diagnosed with mono
Thursday.
“My concern is that last
weekend we played eight
games, and now we have to
play 12,” Ralston said. “I told
the official that we might have
to cut out a couple of games,
because I don’t want to see any
injuries because of over
usage.”
The Panthers are coming off
a 6-2 record in their own invitational last weekend, which
was good enough for a firstplace tie with Indiana State.
–staff report

Jets trade No.1 pick Cardinals win, Sox lose 1-0 shutout
ST. LOUIS (AP) – The team
that brought back Dick Vermeil
after a 15-year absence made
another bold move Thursday
when the St. Louis Rams
acquired the first pick of the
NFL draft from the New York
Jets.
The Rams get the chance to
select Ohio State offensive tackle Orlando Pace, considered the
best lineman to come along in
years.
He would be the first offensive lineman chosen as the top
pick since Ron Yary was taken
by Minnesota Vikings in 1968.
“He’s the No. 1 most dominant guy,’’ Vermeil said.
The Jets, expected to draft for
defense on Saturday, get four
draft picks in return: the Rams’
first-rounder, the sixth overall
choice, as well as selections in
the third, fourth and seventh
rounds.
That makes up for the two

picks – third- and fourthrounders – that went to New
England in return for coach Bill
Parcells, who still had a oneyear obligation to the Patriots.
“We have multiple needs and
we feel like this addresses at
least some of those,’’ said
Parcells, who said the Jets also
negotiated with Detroit, which
picks fifth. “It gives us the ability to acquire some young players and a volume of them. That’s
something we didn’t have.’’
Vermeil waffled at first about
whether he’d take Pace. He also
said he wished there was a dominant defensive lineman in this
draft.
But later, he confirmed Pace
was their man – unless the Rams
get bowled over by offers and
trade the pick before the draft.
He said he spoke by phone with
Pace on Thursday.
“If we hold the pick, it will be
Orlando Pace,’’ Vermeil said.

Projects
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Baltimore 1, Chicago 0
CHICAGO (AP) – Mike Mussina pitched eight
sharp innings and Cal Ripken hit an RBI single
Thursday night as the Baltimore Orioles beat the
Chicago White Sox 1-0.
Mussina (2-1) gave up only three hits, walked none
and struck out six. He allowed an infield single to Chris
Snopek in the second, a bloop double to Ozzie Guillen
in the third and a line single to Albert Belle in the seventh.
Randy Myers pitched a scoreless inning, giving up
one hit, for his seventh save.
The Orioles won for the sixth time in seven games.
Danny Darwin (0-1), Chicago’s No. 5 starter,
pitched his first complete game since June 1995 while
with Toronto. He allowed nine hits, four by Jerome
Walton, struck out four and walked two.

This Weekend at

End of the semester is approaching
Deadlines

Cardinals’ only run against Kevin Brown, who allowed
three hits in seven innings.
Brown walked five and hit a batter, and his ERA
rose from a National League-leading 0.86 to 0.96.
Florida has scored 10 runs in Brown’s four starts.
Last year he had the worst run support in the major
leagues.
“Brown and Stottlemyre appeared to be a great
matchup, and it turned out that way,’’ Leyland said.
Stottlemyre gave up six hits and one run in eight
innings.

MIAMI (AP) – Jeff Conine took off most of the day,
then took a jog around the bases.
Conine hit the first pinch-hit homer of his career, a
solo blow with one out in the bottom of the ninth
inning, and the Florida Marlins beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-1 Thursday.
“I wish I could end every day off the same way,’’
Conine said.
“To hit a game-winning homer in the ninth, that’s the
best.’’ Florida tied the score in the eighth against Todd
Stottlemyre on a two-out RBI single by Edgar
Renteria, who was batting just .179.
Marlins manager Jim Leyland rested Conine and
three other regulars for the day game following a night
game. The rest was timely for Conine, who woke up
feeling ill Thursday.
“This morning I was thinking more about running to
the bathroom than to first base,’’ he said.
Mark Petkovsek (1-2) relieved Todd Stottlemyre to
start the bottom of the ninth. Conine pinch-hit for
pitcher Mark Hutton with one out and hit a 2-1 pitch
just inside the left-field foul pole, using body english to
keep the ball fair.
“Nothing like Carlton Fisk,’’ Conine said. “It looked
pretty straight off the bat. I thought it would stay fair.’’
His third homer of the season made a winner of Hutton
(1-1), who pitched two innings to complete a four-hitter for Florida.
Backup catcher Mike Difelice stole home for the
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WHEN IS IT RAPE?
There is a hidden epidemic of date and
acquaintance rape. Here is a workshop
offering essential information, some new
insights, and avenues for recognizing,
preventing, and healing the scars of sexual
assault.
Bonnie Buckley, Sexual Assault Counseling and
Informational Services
Monday, April 21, 1997 7:00 p.m.
Effingham Room MLK Union
Sponsored by the Counseling Center
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Cubs’ ‘comedy’ show heads to New York
CHICAGO (AP) – The
Chicago Cubs’ opening act has
been a comedy to some. It is
decidedly unfunny to the team
off to the worst start in National
League history.
Now the 0-12 Cubs go to New
York, where the scrutiny will be
even more intense as they try to
end what has become an unfathomable stretch of early-season
bungling.
“We’re 0-12 for a reason.
We’ve played lousy baseball,’’
said Mark Grace, who’s been
sidelined since the opening
series with a hamstring pull.
The Cubs open their fourgame series with the Mets on
Friday night.
“It can get embarrassing,’’

Advertise.

345-2081

pitcher Frank Castillo said. “I
mean when you lose 12 it gets to
the point where we are professional ballplayers and we’ve got
to win. ... Hopefully, we can put
it behind us, go to New York and
try to put something together.’’
With Grace out, the Cubs have
been punchless – five home runs
and a .177 team batting average.
And they’ve been every bit as
inept in the field with 21 errors
in the 12 losses.
And that doesn’t count mental
blunders like the ones that
occurred in Wednesday’s 4-0
loss to the Colorado Rockies.
First, catcher Tyler Houston left
home plate uncovered with a
runner on third while he chased a
batter to first after a dropped

third strike. That resulted in a
run for the Rockies. Then Rey
Sanchez was picked off second
to end one of the team’s rare
scoring chances.
The loss gave the Cubs the NL
record for the worst start.
They’re still behind the 1904
Washington Senators and 1920
Detroit Tigers (each 0-13), and
the 1988 Baltimore Orioles (021).
Another loss also would tie
the club record of 13 consecutive
losses, a skid last matched in
1985.
Manager Jim Riggleman,
despite saying “all of it is my
responsibility,’’ is not worrying
about his job.
“I really don’t. I’m like a ball

player. We all have confidence in
our abilities so it’s not really
something I think about,’’
Riggleman said. “We know
we’re a better club than this.’’
They’d better be, because they
don’t have a lot of options.
They’ll soon activate Grace,
who was 5-for-10 with a homer
and three RBIs before getting
hurt. They hope to get Ryne
Sandberg back in the lineup once
he recovers from a concussion
and lacerated ear suffered when
he was hit by a foul ball.
Otherwise, the Cubs don’t have a
wealth of immediate options.
“We don’t have changes to
make,’’ Riggleman said. “We
have some necessary roster
moves we have to make but in

terms of personnel, it’s just not
there to be done, really.’’
Now the streak is becoming
mental as well as physical, with
players starting to think, “Here
we go again’’ when something
goes wrong.
“We’re competitive guys, and
all of us want to be the one that
makes something happen so we
can win the first game,’’
Houston said. “But it’s when
you’re trying not to make mistakes that mistakes happen.’’
Center fielder Brian McRae,
who predicted earlier in the week
that the Cubs could get on a roll
and throw it back in the faces of
those who have ridiculed their
start, was still looking at the long
season ahead.
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Baseball team hosts three conference games
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
After a six-game road swing,
the Panther baseball team returns
home this weekend to play a doubleheader against Morehead
State at 1 p.m. on Saturday and a
single game at 1 p.m. on Sunday.
“I expect to see a great ballclub; Jim Schmitz is a great
coach, and I expect Eastern to
play really hard and good,”
Morehead State head coach John
Jarnagin said. “I expect to see
some good games, and I hope the
weather cooperates.”
Eastern went 4-3 on its road
swing, bringing its overall record
to 15-21 overall while moving to
5-7 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Morehead State comes in at
17-22, and has an identical 5-7
conference record.
The Eagles ran into some trouble last weekend, losing three

games
to 1997 M EN ’ S
Tennessee Tech
Baseball
at home.
“We played TEAM
hard and did
Tech
everything we Tennessee
Middle Tennessee
c o u l d , ” Southeast Missouri
Jarnagin said. Eastern Kentucky
“Tech is just a Austin Peay
good team.”
Eastern Illinois
After
the Morehead State
weekend losses, Tennessee-Martin
Morehead did Murray State
bounce back to
win two non-conference games,
with an 18-14 win over
Cincinnati and a 5-3 victory over
Louisville.
Offensively, the Eagles are led
by junior second baseman Josh
Cox, who comes in with a .318
batting average. Cox leads the
team with 43 hits and is tied for
first on the team with 33 RBI.
He is also tied for first on the
team with seven homers and is
second on the team with seven

COUGARS
Mikes reached on a fielder’s
choice.
After Mikes stole second, senior
third baseman Jimmy Stamper
walked to load the bases.
Sophomore center fielder Sean
Lyons brought home Stone when
he grounded into a double play to
put the Panthers on the board.
Back-to-back doubles by junior
left fielder Josh Zink and sophomore right fielder Mark Tomse sent
Mikes and Zink across the plate to
give the Panthers a 3-0 lead.
The Panthers (15-21 overall, 5-7
in the Ohio Valley Conference)
scored one each in the next to
innings to increase their lead to 5-0.
In the fourth, three singles by
junior first baseman Mark Smith,
sophomore
catcher
Ryan
Bridgewater and Stone loaded the
bases. Mikes then hit into a double
play to score Smith.
In the fifth, the Panthers took
advantage of two Cougar errors to
get a run across. Zink reached on
an error by Chicago State senior
Joe Keller. Zink then stole second,
and advanced to third on a bad
throw by Cougar junior catcher
Scott Hordecki.
Zink scored on a single by
Tomse.
The Cougars then attempted a
rally in the bottom of the sixth.
Three straight singles by senior
second baseman Xavier Roman,
junior left fielder Scott Budesilich
and junior center fielder Bob Boye
loaded the bases for the Cougars.
Cougar third baseman Brian
Naese reached on an error by Zink,

Friday April 18

doubles.
Another big
offensive threat
for the Eagles is
Conf. Overall
senior shortstop
11-4 23-14
Brian Milam,
8-4 18-15
9-6 14-19 who comes in
6-6 15-22 batting .290. He
7-8 17-21 is second on the
5-7 15-21 team with 42
5-7 15-22 hits and is tied
4-8 10-20 with Cox for the
5-10 20-18 team lead in
RBI.
Milam is also tied for the team
lead with eight doubles, one
triple and six homers.
Morehead State has an overall
batting average of .263, and has
pounded out 55 doubles and 35
homers. The Eagles have driven
in 329 runs this year.
Going into the Indiana State
game on Wednesday, Eastern had
a batting average of .310, and
had 60 doubles and 22 homers.
The Panthers have driven in 222

SWING
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which allowed Roman to score. A
single by Keller brought home
Bedusilich to cut the Panther lead
to 5-2.
After the Panthers scored two
runs in the top of the seventh to
extend their lead to 7-2, the
Cougars tried to mount another
comeback.
A single by Nease brought Boye
in, but senior right fielder Donny
Powell was thrown out at home
trying to score from second.
That was the end of the scoring
for the Cougars in the eighth, but
they got more in the ninth. A single
by sophomore pinch hitter Mike
Callahan brought home Hordecki,
who had singled to start off the
inning.
The score was now 7-4 with a
Cougar standing on second and
only one out, so Panther head
coach Jim Schmitz decided to go to
the bullpen and replace junior Nick
Redd with freshman Kevin
Niehaus.
Niehaus got Boye to fly out to
Zink and got Powell to fly out to
Lyons to end the game.
The Panthers pounded out 14
hits in the game, while the Cougars
ended up with 12 hits. The
Panthers were led by Zink, who
went 3-for-4 and had one RBI.
Tomse added two RBI to lead the
Panthers to victory.
The Cougars were led by Naese,
who went 1-for-4, but drove in two
RBI.
Junior Caleb Englehardt went
four innings to take the victory for
the Panthers.
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the OVC with a record of 2-16 in
the conference and 4-28 overall.
Junior pitcher Teresa Onry is
the best arm on the Lady Tiger
staff with a record of 3-6 in 18
appearances, and an ERA of 5.66.

SATURDAY NIGHT

w i t h s p e c i a l g u e s t s “ H a l f w ay Ja n e ”
f ro m S I U
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P l ay i n g a l l o f yo u r f avo r i t e s o n g s
$ 1 . 2 5 Well
drinks

345-2380

Breadsticks $1.59 •

The road swing ends for the
weekend with a Sunday twin bill
against Tennessee State.
The Lady Tigers dropped two
games against Eastern on April 7.
Tennessee State is currently last in

$1.50

starts at 8:00

starts at 9:30

IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Eastern hurler Stacy Siebert throws a pitch earlier this season.

FRIDAY NIGHT

solo, acoustic folksinger

32 batters and walking 22.
Lewis comes in with a 2-5
record and has a 7.54 ERA. In 37
innings pitched, he has given up
31 earned runs, while striking out
29 and walking 18.
The Eagle pitching staff has an
ERA of 6.03, giving up 211
earned runs while striking out
220 and walking 196. Going into
the Indiana State game,
Eastern’s pitching staff had a
6.03 ERA, giving up 169 while
striking out 198 and walking
126.
Jarnagin is not putting pressure on his team to win this
weekend.
“We are good at making the
routine play, but from there we
are struggling,” he said. “If we
go in to Eastern and don’t do
well, that’s okay because I know
we have 12 games left. This is
going to be a hard weekend.
“Eastern has a good team, and
I hope we can play really hard.”

from page 12A

inning marathon that Eastern won
by scoring four runs in the bottom
of the tenth inning.
Middle Tennessee sits one spot
below Eastern, third in the OVC.
The Lady Raiders have a record
of 11-5 in the conference, 25-20
overall. They are coming off their
third and fourth wins of the season over Tennessee State, 9-0 and
18-0.
Middle Tennessee’s freshman
pitcher Jaclyn Story has pitched in
all 45 of the Lady Raiders’ games
this season, as her record mirrors
the teams, 25-20. Story has posted
an ERA of 3.33 in 275 2/3 innings
pitched.
In the last meeting between
Eastern and Middle Tennessee,
she worked two thirds of an
inning in the first game giving up
11 runs (three earned) and four
walks. In the second game she
worked all 10 innings giving up
six runs, four earned, on six hits
and three walks.
The top hitter in the Lady
Raider line up is junior outfielder
Allison Cheatham, who is batting
.397. She has 54 hits in 136 at
bats, but against Eastern pitching,
she is 1-for-7.
Fox said Middle Tennessee
should provide a threat to
Eastern’s conference rankings.
“Again we played well against
them, but they’re a tough team,”
Fox said. “They’re ranked third
right now.
“That will be a battle.”

Saturday April 19

Peach Gravel Jason Ecklund

runs this year.
The pitching staff for
Morehead State is led by sophomore Matt Martinez, who comes
in with a 3-0 record and a 2.76
ERA. He has given up five runs
on 13 hits, while striking out 12
and walking 14 in 16 1/3 innings
pitched.
The work horse of the Eagle
pitching staff is Patrick Carlton,
who has pitched 62 1/3 innings.
He has a 1-3 record and a 4.62
ERA.
Carlton has given up a 35 runs
on 74 hits, while striking out a
team-leading 58 batters.
Morehead has two pitchers
that made the OVC AllTournament team last year, junior
Troy Young and senior Bryan
Lewis. The two have a combined
record of 6-11 this year.
Young is 4-6 on the season,
and boasts a 5.49 ERA. He has
given up a team-high 36 earned
runs on 79 hits, while striking out
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Panthers cruise to 7-4 win over Cougars
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Eastern’s Josh Zink fouls off a pitch in a game earlier this season. Yesterday, the Panthers completed a seven-game road trip, and Saturday they
begin a homestand that will feature Morehead State.

The Panther baseball team
ended its road swing with a 4-3
record, after defeating Chicago
State 7-4 on Thursday.
A doubleheader between the
teams was scheduled for Tuesday,
but due to bus troubles, the
Panthers never made it to
Chicago.
“The big thing is how the guys
responded,”
Eastern head
coach Jim ■ Panthers host
Schmitz said. Morehead
“Three days
in a row with State
Story page
night game
to day game;
11A
I’m
very
very proud
of how they (responded).”
The team played to a late-night
10-9 loss Wednesday at Bradley.
Chicago State (7-21 overall)
scored two runs in the bottom of
the sixth, to cut the Panther lead
from 5-0 to 5-2, but the Panthers’
two-spot in the seventh inning put
the game away.
After a scoreless first two
innings, Eastern got on the board
first with three runs in the third
inning.
Junior second baseman Justin
Stone doubled to start off the
inning, and advanced to third
when freshman shortstop David
See COUGARS page 11A

Track teams host Ohio Valley Conference meet
By TONI SCHWARTZ
Staff Writer
This weekend Eastern will host the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships
for the men’s and women’s track teams.
The conference championships will be
held on Friday from 4 p.m. to 8:45 p.m.
and Saturday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Among the teams competing against
Eastern are Southeast Missouri State,
Middle Tennessee, Murray State, East
Kentucky, Tennessee State, Tennessee
Tech, University of Tennessee-Martin and
Austin Peay.
The Eastern men’s track team feels they
have a chance to win.
“It is within our grasp to win the Triple
Crown in outdoor and indoor,” men’s
track coach Tom Akers said. “It will take

a total team effort.”
According to Akers,
there are quality performers in every event.
“(Our) strength lies
in our depth,” Akers
said.
“Everyone
entered in the meet has
a capacity of scoring.”
On the women’s
Tom Akers
side, there are five
competitors who are expected to do well.
Freshman JoAnne Trevino will be running the 1000 meter run, senior Christen
Conrad will be running in the 800 meter
and the 1500 meter, while Susan Langer
will be running the 3000 meter and the
1500 meters. Langer has been named on
the Conference list of contestants. She is
currently in the third spot with a time of

10:23.93.
Senior Jennie Hannah is listed third in
high jump at 5 feet 4 3/4 inches.
Tisha Alvarez is listed third in discus at
141 feet 2 inches, third in shotput at 44
feet 4 3/4 inches, and fourth in javelin at
117 feet 5 inches.
The OVC Conference Championships
were moved up from May to April.
The men’s team is ready physically, but
a couple more competitions could have
helped their mental focus.
“The challenge is getting mentally prepared,” Akers said.
John Craft, coach of the women’s team,
doesn’t feel that the early date will effect
them too much.
“The advantage that I see is that the
meet won’t interfere with anyone’s final
exams,” Craft said.

Both teams are going into the indoor
meet with confidence, while Akers and
Craft mentioned that Eastern has an
advantage because the indoor track is their
track.
On the flip side, they aren’t too sure
about the outdoor track.
“There’s not much of a home field
advantage,” Akers said. “It’s just like any
other outdoor track.”
Because of being further north than
most of the other teams, the bad weather
has hampered some practices while teams
south have had an advantage with good
weather.
The women feel that they could have
gotten more practice in if there had been
better weather.
“We need to go out and do the best job
that we can do,” Craft said.

Softball team readys for six-game road swing
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The Lady Panthers softball team
will put its second-place ranking on
the line when the team hits the road
for a trio of Ohio Valley
Conference doubleheaders against
Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee,
and Eastern Kentucky this weekend.
Eastern enters action with a
record of 13-7 in the OVC and 2715 overall. Eastern went 5-0 against
these three teams the first time the
Lady Panthers met them.
Eastern will start off the weekend
with a trip to No. 5 Austin Peay (58 in the OVC and 15-14 overall).
The Lady Govs were leading the
conference with a record of 4-1,

until being swept
certainly does not
1997
by three confermean
we’re
W OMEN ’ S
ence foes and
going to win all
S OFTBALL
splitting a two- TEAM
six. We have to
Conf. Overall
game set with
play well again.”
conference cellar Southeast Missouri 14-3 21-14
Fox said the
Eastern Illinois
13-7 27-15
dweller Tenn- Middle Tennessee
team’s
level of
11-5 25-20
essee State.
consistency
will
Tennessee Tech
12-7 22-7
The six games Austin Peay
5-8 15-14 be a key factor in
over the week- Tennessee-Martin
7-9 11-20 the outcome of
8-11 15-18 the games.
end will be big Eastern Kentucky
7-15 13-22
games
for Morehead State
“We’ve been
2-10 4-28
Eastern. Head Tennessee State
playing inconsiscoach Stephanie
tently” Fox said.
Fox said the team could claim the “I think if we play consistently, we
top spot, but with the level of com- have a shot to win a lot of the rest
petition in the conference it will of our conference games, though
take work.
we haven’t figured out a way to do
“I think we have a shot at it,” she that yet.”
said. “Just because we took all five
Fox cautions her team against
against these three teams last time overlooking the opposition.

“I feel good about it, I think we
should feel confident,” Fox said.
“But I think that has gotten us into
trouble sometimes: being over confident. I think we need to go in realizing that we need to fight hard to
keep our No. 2 spot and have a shot
at the No. 1 spot.”
When Austin Peay came to
Eastern, the Lady Panthers shut out
the Lady Govs, 8-0. The second
game of the doubleheader was
called due to rain.
The top arm in the Austin Peay
staff is Amanda Stout, who is 7-7
on the year. She has made 17
appearances, with 14 starts, and has
put up a 1.76 ERA. In her 17
appearances she has 14 complete
games and three saves.
Leading the Lady Govs at the

plate is Amanda Travis, who is batting .381. She has 32 hits in 84 at
bats, but in the last meeting
between the two teams, Travis went
0-for-2 at the plate.
“We only played (Austin Peay)
once, and we played well,”Fox
said. “I don’t think I got a good
enough feel for them in just one
game.”
The Lady Panthers will then go
to Middle Tennessee, trying to
complete a season sweep of the
Lady Raiders. Eastern took advantage of the slaughter rule in the first
meeting this season, defeating
Middle Tennessee 16-2 in five
innings. The Lady Panthers brought
11 runs across in the first inning.
The second game was an extraSee SWING page 11A
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UGLY
any way you look at it

by chuck burke
staff writer

ome events are so wretched they can
only be described as a tumescent
pimple on the ass of humanity. But
only one event knows how to embrace that
depiction with the fervor of a rabid weasel.

S

Cleveland
Steamer

Seabass

Uglyfest.
An all-day local-band festival slated for Saturday,
initially driven by Wiltgen’s desire to get a gig for his
Uglyfest is the actualization of two students’ desire
own band. And it turned into a collaboration with six
to provide campuswide recognition for the bands
other bands that wanted to play in front of a crowd
connected to Eastern and the community of
that didn’t necessarily consist of all their friends.
Charleston.
Call it selfish. Call it ugly.
Supplying the music will be seven bands with styles
“‘Ugly’ doesn’t mean there’s going to be any vioranging from jazzy ska to beer-swilling rock. The
lence,” Wiltgen said. “We’re going to change the
show will begin at 12:30 p.m. and each band will play
meaning of the word ‘ugly.’ Just as ‘bad’ is ‘good,’ so
about a one-hour set.
shall ‘ugly’ become ‘majesty.’”
A free outdoor show in the Booth Library Quad,
“Ugly” could be the most appropriate word. “I
Uglyfest is the brainchild of Eastern students Tony
think it’s very fitting because it’s not supported by
Wiltgen and Tom Warda. Saturday’s show will be the any funds,” Warda said. “It’s put together very sloppy.
second Uglyfest, and they foresee the event’s develSo it’s ugly.”
opment into an institution of the Charleston music
In the interest of crowd sustenance, Topper’s Pizza
scene.
will be on hand for $1 a slice and cans of pop will
“What we both want is for people to expect
run 50 cents.
Uglyfest next year and for people to take
■ Headlining the show is Backbone, a freeit over when we graduate next year,”
jamming hippie band that can lay down a loose,
Warda said.
steady groove like no other band in
The fest serves, in part, as an answer
Charleston can. Backbone is the only repeat
to the scarcity of large-scale events
appearance from the first Uglyfest. Featuring a
sponsored by campus organizalot of soloing, especially on guitar and trumtions.
pet, Backbone is typically unsatisfied
“One of the things I wanted
with its set unless it can stretch six
to show was that a bunch of
tunes over the course of four hours.
nobodies who aren’t in anything
■ Preceding Backbone is Seabass, a
can put something big togethvolatile band comprised of members
er,” Wiltgen said.
from both Backbone and Petrol. But
The first fest last September
Seabass sounds much more sinister
began what the two organizers
than either. A gut-pounding
hope will be a long stretch of
three-piece, the band belts out
biannual Uglyfests – one every
a loud, bass-heavy sound charfall and another each spring.
acterized by strong guitar riffUglyfest is one of the few
ing, complicated percussion
co-conspirators of UglyFest ’97
outlets for Eastern bands toiland rampant time-signature
ing to establish themselves, as
changes.
well as for the socially strapped under-21 crowd
■ Before this set comes Petrol, the chord-powered
stuck in a city in which bars are the primary entercounterpart of Seabass. One of the most tightly
tainment. However, this is not necessarily the primawoven bands connected with Eastern, Petrol
ry reason behind the birth of Uglyfest, for both
employs aggressive guitar work in its releases of
Wiltgen and Warda are older than 21.
pent-up energy. Theirs is some of the most complete
“We have no motivation for bar alternatives,”
songwriting among Eastern bands.
Wiltgen said. “We’re too old to pick up freshman
chicks.”
The purpose is exposure. Last semester’s fest was

Tom Warda
Tony Wiltgen

Petrol
photos by sheyrl sue sidwell and anna betzelberger
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see UGLY page
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daylights out of referees who are just trying to do
their jobs is insane. Sports officials are at risk every
time they make a call, for some angry athlete might
swing a fist, or even worse a baseball bat, if he or she
doesn’t agree.
So where do these young athletes get these ideas
of violence?
Remember when Chicago Bulls superstar Dennis
Rodman head-butted a referee? Sure, he caught
some slack from that, but basically he got off easy.
He was suspended for a few games and got a fine
that could be paid by doing just one of those Nike
commercials.
According to “Inside Edition,” professional athletes
who get violent on the courts or fields basically get a
“slap on the wrist.” Most of them get short suspensions from playing time and petty fines in comparison
to their salaries and the money they make through
endorsements.
Professional athletes are role models for younger
athletes. That’s a fact.
Remember the song “If I Could Be Like Mike?”
That’s proof right there.
When high school athletes see professionals treating sports officials with violence and disrespect, it’s
no wonder why they seem to act the same way. And
when the professionals don’t usually get the punishment they deserve, it explains even more why young
athletes continue such violence and disrespect.
Professional athletes need to be more aware of
how they are acting in front of the public, whether
they are on the court or not. People are watching
their every move. And some people are imitating
their every move.
They need to keep in mind that these “people”
are the most impressionable athletes in today’s
society – the youth.

Police officers busting a drug cartel, fire fighters
putting out a 10-story building fire, Air Force soldiers
dodging enemy missiles – these are dangerous professions.
Now, according to Wednesday’s episode of “Inside
Edition,” there’s another profession to add to the
dangerous jobs list: sports officiating.
I don’t usually touch on the area of sports, seeing
as I’m not an expert at anything athletic except for
the StairMaster, if that even counts. But this was such
an interesting topic that I just couldn’t pass it up.
Commentators on the program presented a special report on sports officials and how dangerous
their jobs are in today’s world of sports.
According to “Inside Edition,” several instances
recently have proven that sports officiating, even on a
high school level, is actually a dangerous job:
■ In Texas, 16-year-old football players beat up the
16-year-old referee, leaving him severely injured.
■ In New Jersey, a high school hockey player
removed his skate, threw it at the official and slashed
his head open.
■ In Los Angeles, a high school football player
charged and punched the referee.
“Inside Edition” also showed footage of a high
school wrestling match where an angry wrestler
head-butted the referee, knocking him unconscious,
because he did not agree with the call.
These are unfortunate instances for these sports
officials. But these are also instances that should not
be happening.
One expert on the program said this rise in violent behavior among athletes toward sports officials
is caused by the loss of civility in today’s society.
In other words, athletes on the fields and courts
are treating authorities, as well as each other, like
animals.
Competition is one thing, but beating the living

Horoscopes
by jupitron jill and derek mystico
Resident Astrologers
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Your susceptibility to love is incredible. Your moon is
in the house of Venus, which means sex, sex
and more sex is coming your way. People
will think you’re a cheetah the way you’ll be
running around this weekend.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 21): Take a
moment out of your busy day to appreciate
all the miracles of nature. After that brief
hiatus, you can resume blasting it to
smithereens. It is deer season, isn’t it? No?
Well it’s got to be some kind of season.
Buckshots away.
CANCER (June 22 - July 22): You will be
called upon to make a pivotal decision this
week. This is an important task – wait for
your significant other until you reveal your
decision. He/She should probably be the
first one to know when you declare you are
having that much anticipated sex change.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): This is a bad time
for love. There are many things stacked
against you. Love isn’t in the stars for you.
You just lost your job, and you can’t afford a
date. Plus, you are ugly. Not just plain ugly,
but the kind of ugly only achieved in fictitious stories and movies about goblins and
gnomes.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): A thirst for
knowledge strikes you this weekend. Know
your limit when drinking. And if you knowingly surpass that limit, then at least make
everyone aware of you when you’re falldown drunk. After all, it is Alcohol
Awareness Month.

JIM WOOD,BROKER
345-4489

encoreBOOKS

904 E. Lincoln, Charleston
(Next to Citgo Gas Station)

☎ 217.345.3430
Buy • Sell • Trade

Stop by and experience a different way to buy books!

NOW OPEN DAILY!
Mon.- Fri. 11-7; Sat. 11-5; Sun. 1-5

FREE

Topping When
You Buy a LARGE
Cup, Double Scoop, or
Waffle Cone

Not good in combination with any
other promotional offer.

424 West Lincoln
348-5556

Yogurt • Ice Cream • Shaved Ice

To contact Donna, e-mail her at cudac1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu

A

ries (March 21 - April 19)
for entertainment purposes only

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23): Do not be
afraid to express your feelings this weekend.
Sensitivity is an admirable asset in any person. Don’t be ashamed while crying during
the movie “Double Team.” Any project in
which Dennis Rodman is paid millions of
dollars to open his mouth is reason for
tears.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21): The pinch
of the bill collector is leaving you in ruins. It
is time to give up some of your dollar-consuming burdens that you may see as necessary. Pull the plug on your sister’s life support. Odds are she is never coming out of
that coma, and all she is doing is tying you
up financially.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
National Library Week stirs up some old
emotions within you. Distant memories of
being that loser in grade school overwhelm
you. Once you wipe away the tears, dust off
those classic horse books you used to read
and slip into that familiar “outcast bliss.”
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Your
25th annual family reunion is convening early
this year. This weekend Grandma Bessy,
Uncle Jim Bob and Cousin Sue will meet this

weekend in the library quad for the gala
event, appropriately titled “Uglyfest ‘97.”
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 19): Loneliness
engulfs you. Your days are wasting away as
you dream of beautiful romances and torrid
love affairs. Get a grip. You know it’s not
going to happen. It is probably time to pursue an alternative style of life. Adopt the
persona of your favorite movie character.
After all, even Norman Bates had a female
companion; he had his mother’s corpse.
PISCES (Feb. 20 - March 20): Evil seems
to lurk around every corner. So be sure to
equip your corners with garlic, crucifixes,
holy water or guns loaded with silver bullets. If you don’t have access to any of these
things, just hang around people that “evil”
just can’t stand. It really works.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Financial
affairs bog you down this week. Take a look
at the gold mines by which you are surrounded. Two words: PAWN IT. That ring
grandma gave you which she claims has been
passed down from generation to generation
never did complement your eyes, anyway.
Remember, one person’s garbage is another
person’s treasure!
Editor’s note: The validity of these horoscopes should not be questioned. Jill
Jedlowski, junior journalism major, and
Derek Glascock, junior psychology major,
have been sent here from a distant galaxy.
Their tremendous knowledge and their
God-like abilities enable them to accurately
tell the future.

Need An HIV Test?
Anonymous Testing & Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department

825 18th Street in Charleston
Testing is also provided at Eastern’s Health Service after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site

348-0530 / 258-0530
Ask for Joyce or Judy
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AT THE OTHER H ONDA REPAIR SH O P
Specializing in Gold Wing’s & 3 wheelers / 4 wheelers
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JIMMY WALKER’S CYCLE SHOP RT 1 LERNA
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Spread:
I can’t believe
they’re not better

unleashes
debut album
on Charleston

by jill jedlowski
Verge editor

by jill jedlowski
Verge editor
photo courtesy of Spread
Local band Spread, in less than two years, has
achieved what probably every college band dreams
of: a debut album release.
Bass guitarist Matt Fleshman, vocalist Mark
Doherty, lead guitarist Matt Murphy, guitarist Eric
Lax and drummer Jeremy Kauffman collaborated to
form Spread in the summer of ‘95 and have since
then spawned approximately 20-25 original songs.
Three of the five members have finished college
and hold jobs in the Chicagoland area, while
Fleshman, a senior computer management major,
and Murphy, a senior special education major, plan
to graduate within the next year.
Released on Feb. 28, the band’s CD entitled
“Energy” consists of eight original tunes and was
recorded at Icon Studios in St. Louis.
Fleshman said the production of the disc was a
group effort. With about 25 songs to select from to
compose an eight-song CD, the members decided to
vote on which tunes would make the final cut.
“Everyone picked 11 of what they thought were
the best songs,” Fleshman said. “From there, we
picked the top five vote-getters, then the top four
vote-getters and so on until we had chosen eight
songs.
“A lot of them are our more popular songs,” he
said.
Fleshman said the new release embodies a wide
variety of music.
“There are some ‘in your face,’ rockin’ songs and
there are some slower acoustic pieces,” he said.
The band’s goal wasn’t to make money with the
distribution of the CD, but “to get people to know
our name,” Fleshman said.
“Energy” can be purchased at Positively Fourth
Street Records, 401 Lincoln Ave., and at all of
Spread’s shows. The cover art was designed by Lax.
The Uptowner, 623 Monroe Ave., will host Spread
at 9:30 p.m. Saturday for an all-acoustic performance. The show will be something different from
the Spread norm, Fleshman said.
“We want to give the fans something different,” he
said.
And with the debut of its CD, Spread’s shows

“It’s a lot

more
when people
are AT
Matt Fleshman
have had bigger turnouts.
“It’s a lot more fun when people are at our
shows,” Fleshman said.
In addition to performing original numbers, Spread
also covers music from the likes of such bands as
Pearl Jam, The Rolling Stones, Smashing Pumpkins
and Grant Lee Buffalo.
For additional information, visit Spread’s website
at www.ECNet.Net/users/cumf8.

Take a little Scott Weiland (Stone Temple Pilots lead vocalist) mixed with some nursery rhymes and the result is local
band Spread.
Spread released in February its debut album entitled
“Energy.”
The album sounds like an honest effort and the guys seem
to have dedicated themselves to its production.
The first detail I noticed when listening to the CD is how
amazing the resemblance is between Spread vocalist Mark
Doherty and STP’s Weiland. The throaty, hoarse voices of
both singers come across as sophisticated and maybe even
sexy.
The second song, “Energy,” is introduced by a catchy, talented guitar piece which lasts about one minute. Lyrics then
follow (I think), but I could decipher only every seventh word
or so. Toward the middle of the song (it’s pretty lengthy) the
music slows down dramatically and becomes solely instrumental for a period. The trippy guitars almost made me want
to buy one of those black light posters with a huge cannibus
leaf on it – almost. Then, just as the listener is getting into
the tranquility of the music, WHAM! An obscenely loud
drum set that personally scared the hell out of me barges in.
The tune ends with an impressive, likable bass solo.
“The Walk,” the third song, gets my vote as the best song
on the CD. It’s light and happy with a bit of cheesiness that
adds character. My favorite part was the background vocals
“nah, nah, nah, nah,” that only a true Brady Bunch fan
(remember The Silver Platters) could truly appreciate.
When “Don’t Touch the Lepper,” the fourth song, began,
its heavy guitar riffs strangely reminded me of Metallica. The
lines “Look at the leper\He’s falling apart\You’re trying so
hard to cut up his heart\Will you lose your hands\Will you
lose your chance\DON’T TOUCH THE LEPER!” grabbed my
attention. Not for their complex stimulating verse, but
because I couldn’t believe these fourth-grade-level lyrics were
actually part of an album.
Every song on the CD rhymed, not with skill, but at least
with accuracy, I suppose. It was similar to reading a Dr. Seuss
book, but not quite as fun. The rhyming got to the point
where I made a game of seeing how many times I could guess
correctly the words at the end of a line. However, the instrumental section of the tune was very interesting and unique
and showed the true musical talent of Spread’s members.
The final song on the CD, “Kamala,” was exceptional. A
soft, acoustic melody, it conveyed a more mature feeling that
I could take seriously and appreciate immensely.
“Energy” definitely has its kinks to work out, but for a
band’s first album, it was an admirable effort with respectable
perks.
Spread
“Energy”

★ ★
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from page

■ The Night Putters are Tony Wiltgen’s cohorts, a blues-rock band that will ditch its usual
mix of cover tunes in favor of an all-original set. The Night Putters’ emotional originals are
the cornerstone of their music, and their songs are brought to life with bluesy guitar solos
and powerful vocal harmonies.
■ A straightforward bar band, Cleveland Steamer takes a simple approach to its songwriting. Powered by four-chord rhythms and frustrated, raspy vocals, Cleveland Steamer’s melodic
intensity is unique to Charleston.
■ The Middlemen is a crafty, nine-piece ska band that likes to think it is taking a step beyond

CONCERT Calendar

Who
Chronic Itch w/Halfway Jane
Chicago R & B Kings
Oysters Rockefeller
Peach Gravel
The David Grow Band
One Phone Call
Spread
Jason Eklund
The Rat Pack

what a lot of today’s third-wave ska bands are doing. Drawing their influences from different
eras of ska and from the big 1940s jazz sound, the Middlemen focus on strong horns and
complex harmonies with their cohesive drums, bass, guitar, tenor saxophone, baritone sax,
vocals and two trumpets.
A jazz quintet including Tim Stanley, the trumpet player from Backbone, One Phone Call
will open Uglyfest on a loose, improvisational note. Accompanying the trumpet will be the
alto sax, bass (guitar and upright), drums and piano. One Phone Call predominantly plays jazz
standards, heavily relying upon energetic soloing and stretching out tunes as far as they can.

When

Where

Price Phone

9:30 p.m. Fri. April 18

Ted’s

$3

345-9732

10 p.m. Fri. April 18

Blind Pig in Champaign

$6

(217) 351-7444

9:30 p.m. Fri. April 18

City of New Orleans in Champaign

$3

(217) 359-2489

9:30 p.m. Fri. April 18

Friends & Co.

Free

345-2380

5 p.m. Fri. April 18

Ernie’s Club Twang in Champaign

Free

(217) 398-4237

10 p.m. Sat. April 19

Roc’s Blackfront

Free

348-8018

9:30 p.m. Sat. April 19

Uptowner & Cellar

$2

345-4622

8 p.m. Sat. April 19

Friends & Co.

Free

345-2380

9:30 p.m. Sat. April 19

City of New Orleans

$3

(217) 359-2489

Postwar Fords

9:30 p.m. Sat. April 19

Ted’s

$3

345-9732

The Ark

10 p.m. Sat. April 19

Blind Pig

$5

(217) 351-7444

Uglyfest

12:30 p.m. Sat. April 19

Library Quad

Free

581-5179

The Apes

9 p.m. Sat. April 19

Embassy in Champaign

Free

(217) 384-9526
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Hitman gets second Student’s mix tape evolves
chance at love
from Chicago house sound
‘Grosse’ brings
new twist to high
school reunion
by racheal carruthers
Associate Verge editor
magine going back to high
school in 10 years for a
reunion and finding out that
the guy who dropped off the
face of the earth had just joined
the army on prom night and
later went into business as an
assassin.
“Grosse Pointe Blank” is the
movie that plays out this crazy
scenario with John Cusack (“Say
Anything,” “Better Off Dead”) as
Martin Blank, an assassin who
tries to win back the affection of
Debi Newberry, played by
Minnie Driver (“Circle of
Friends”), his high school sweetheart, while trying to complete
a “job.”
Blank begins to wonder about
his profession when he faces the
decision of what to tell his fellow classmates and his lost love
Debi at their Pointes High
School reunion in Grosse
Pointe, Mich., about his life for
the past 10 years.
Blank and Debi, as they are
commonly referred to in the
movie, make rolling down the
aisles a must with their nutty
“make up” scenes, including
their airplane games in the bedroom.
Debi doesn’t let Blank back
into her life easily, but she tortures him with a certain amount
of class that only Driver could
bring to the role of Debi.
Blank’s been tortured by
dreams of Debi for the last 10
years, so why stop now? And if
it really hurts he can blame it on
his psychiatrist Dr. Oatman,
played by Alan Arkin.
Oatman has difficulties deal-

I

ing with Blank’s occupation and
tells him the reunion would be
good for him.
Despite his protests, his
fiercely loyal assistant, Marcella,
played by Joan Cusack, John
Cusack’s sister, just happens to
arrange a “job” for him in his
home town at the time of the
reunion. This timely “work”
makes for interesting dinner
conversation with his ex-girlfriend’s father, played by Mitchell
Ryan.
Joan Cusack plays Marcella
with style and this brother-sister
collaboration makes for better
comedy than when the two
teamed up in “Say Anything.”
Her quick wit digs in fast without time for her or John to
blink.
An appearance by Jeremy
Piven, who plays Blank’s high
school best bud, isn’t really a
surprise according to the
“Grosse Pointe Blank” website
at www. movies.com/grossepointe/ because he and John
Cusack were best friends in high
school.
The cast also includes Dan
Aykroyd as Mr. Grocer, another
assassin, which brings new
meaning to the idea of a hitman’s union.
The movie combines action
with comedy and romance so
readily that congratulations
should go to John Cusack for his
successful screenplay debut.
While the screenplay is new,
the music is not. Some of the
great hits of 1986, the year
Blank graduated, are compiled
to form a wonderful blend of
fun and nostalgia.
The movie is rated R, but
don’t worry. There’s no gratuitous sex, just violence.
“Grosse Pointe Blank”

★★★★

The Verge wants to give you free publici-

Julien Martin-Johnston meshes dance, funk
by denise renfro
staff editor
Eastern student Julien MartinJohnston has released the
sequel to his first mix tape.
“The goal of this tape is to
show growth as a disk jockey
from the first to now,” he said.
The sounds on the tape consist of a mix of house and dance
with a strong bass. There are
some popular dance songs in
the mix, with some new songs
as well. The A side of the tape
mixes house and dance music
with a disco/funk style. The B
side is all hip-hop.
There is one mix on the tape
that’s a bit of a tribute to
Eastern. You’ll know it by the
Pink Panther theme song playing
behind a jazzy trumpet sound
and a strong dance beat.
All of the sound is continuous which makes the tape great
for a party or a long drive home
to keep you awake and jammin’
to the beat of a variety of different sounds.
“I think it’s a reflection of
how diverse musics can be
grouped together in a certain
way where the sound is pleasant and fun,” he said.
Some songs on the tape
define his background, he said,
while his last tape was primarily
a hard Chicago sound.
“This is just a really heavy
bass beat, where Chicago house
has a tendency to throw words

Earth Day is Tuesday and
groups on campus are taking
notice, but they are not the
only ones.
A group of individuals will be
meeting at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday in
the South Quad behind
Lumpkin Hall for Critical Mass,
an organized bike ride around
Charleston to inform the public
that bicycles are an alternate
form of transportation.
According to the press

345-5666
Face Tanners
in Every Bed
Fans - Radios - A/CNew Bulbs - Power Bed

This Weekend at

F
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$
AT: PANTHERS

Cycling is also cheaper and
has various health benefits the
release said.
Critical Mass invites everyone
with a bicycle to decorate it and
themselves to ride around
Charleston with a message that
simply states: More Bikes, Less
Cars!
The ride will begin shortly
after 5:30 p.m. – cyclists are
encouraged to show up early.

Show A Year’s Worth
of Appreciation
(Professional Secretaries Week is April 21-25)

❁ Especially for You Bouquets!!
• hand-painted Mediterranean
style container
• fresh arrangements in each 3 styles
Flower Pot Mug or Bud Vase

2495

2000

$

$

• with magnet insert!

y

9:30 pm - 3:00 am
Open Fri., Sat.,
Nights
348-0288
18 to enter

release Critical Mass attempts
to show people, in a positive
and friendly way, that by riding
their bikes they can help in
eliminating noxious fumes in
our environment, and help in
eliminating unsafe cycling conditions on our city’s streets.
The press release also states
that most car rides are less
then four miles long, making
cycling a viable option for most
people.

❁ Thank You Bud Vased Flowers
a
rid

TONIGHT!

Jumpin’ Perez from B96 in
Chicago, Funk Master Flex, DJ
Eric Lee and two Asian DJs
Ryuicki Sakamoto and Towa Tei.
He has his own record label:
Pachucho Productions.
“Pachucho is a play on the
word pachuko, which was a
term in the 1930s for Hispanic
gangsters,” he said.
“My dog’s name is Chucho
and it’s the name of a Spanish
soldier that came to America
and arrested Columbus for
stealing maps of how to get to
the Americas,” he said.
The tape is distributed
throughout the Midwest and
West Coast, he said. It is on
sale locally at Positively Fourth
Street Records for around $10.
It’s also being sold at Record
Service in Champaign and
Grammaphone Records in
Chicago.
Martin-Johnston said he has
house parties every two weeks
to promote the albums. The
crowd varies from 100 to 200
people each time, he said.
The CD and tape can be purchased through a mail-order
catalog by calling 348-1661 in
Charleston or (312)943-1306 in
Chicago to get on the mailing
list.

Cyclists ride on Earth Day

CFM is 21!

Happy 21st Courtney!
Hope you have
a blast!
Love, Ric, Burns,
Stace, & Jen

over music instead of just the
music,” he said.
The tape was done without
four-track recording, so there is
no sound editing, he said. When
he made a mistake in the mix,
he had to begin again because
there was no editing.
“It took me about 87 hours
to get to the point where I
knew what I was going to do
and where it all sounded
together. It took me another
three days to finish the tape,”
he said.
Martin-Johnston said he has
produced mix tapes for other
people for four or five months
now and decided to take some
time to produce his own.
“The first time I thought
about being a DJ was when I
was 13 years old on a stereo
with a turntable on top,” he
said. From that beginning he
went on to WHSD-FM, 88.5 in
Chicago, when he was a freshman in high school.
“I keep DJing. I worked at
Stu’s for three years. Then I
decided to break off and do my
own thing,” he said.
“After that I DJed at Ted’s,
for City Sounds Entertainment,
which is the local mobile DJ
company,” he said.
Martin-Johnston said he was
influenced when he was
younger by DJs such as Julian

Italian Beef
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NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503 Jefferson, Charleston, IL
345-7007
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‘Wiley’ takes care White Town lacks ingenuity
of the Boogie Man

R

by gabe rosen
staff writer

emember those sleepless
nights as a child that
wereriddled with fear of
the wrath of the Boogie Man? The
play “Wiley and The Hairy Man”
humorously follows the plight of
Wiley, one of the main characters,
as he confronts his childhood fears.
“Wiley and The Hairy Man” is a
variation on an old story originally
written by Susan Zedar.
The family-oriented performance opens up with some
creepy-crawly swamp creatures
silently slithering in and out of the
trees waiting for Wiley to go to
sleep.
Shawn Conners plays the part of
Wiley, who can’t sleep at night
because there is a frightening creature who lurks in the darkness.
The evil Hairy Man, played by
Bob Ladewig, uses magic to frighten Wiley and apparently wants to
make Wiley his next meal.
However, Wiley’s mother
Mammy, is an expert magician and
is skilled in the art of “conjuring,”
which is creating props to aide in
magical feats.
In one sequence, Mammy, played
by MaryEllen Beard, attempts to
teach Wiley to conjure so he can
trick the Hairy Man and overcome
his fears. But the plan backfires and
Wiley ends up conjuring snow in
the house.
Wiley’s dog, however, strikes
fear into the heart of the Hairy
Man and assists Wiley in the dubi-

ous task of tricking the Hairy Man.
The acting in this play was particularly impressive. All of the participants did a great job. Bob
Ladewig gave a hilarious performance as the witty Hairy Man,
while MaryEllen Beard skillfully
portrayed the self-proclaimed
“best conjurer in the county,” better known as Mammy.
Shawn Conners also was perfect
as the frightened, yet tactfull,Wiley.
Not to go unnoticed was the performance of Maureen Raftery as
Wiley’s dog. She provides one of
the most entertaining moments of
the play when the canine urinates
on the Hairy Man’s leg.
“Wiley and The Hairy Man” is a
well-put-together play for kids,
although there is plenty of humor
and action to entertain us older
folks.
“It’s great for kids, but it’s also
great for the adults because an
adult can look at this and remember what it was like to be a child,”
Gene Wolski, director of the play
and faculty member in the theater
department, said.. “It’s basically fun
for the whole family,” Wolski said.
“Wiley and The Hairy Man” will
be playing at 7 p.m. tonight and
Saturday in the Studio in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center. There
will also be a matinee performance
at 2 p.m. on Sunday. Admission is
$3.50 for students and $6 for the
general public.

“Wiley and The Hairy Man”

★★★★★

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!

No
Cover

Dinner Specials
Friday
All you can eat walleye $6.95
Steak & Shrimp $7.50

Saturday

Pucker Shots

8oz Ribeye, Baked $6.95
Tossed Greek Salad $5.25

SANDWICH SHOP
405 Lincoln Ave.

(buffet & specials not included)

BRIAN’S PLACE
Sunday
12 oz Pilsner $2.50
$1 refills....keep the glass
DJ G-Man
Dance Music or Karaoke

2100 BROADWAY, MATTOON 234-4151

*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER

CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!

Express Lunch Daily - 15 mins or less

FANTASTIC GYROS
50 Different 1/2 LB. Burgers NEVER
FROZEN
Buy a Greek Salad & Get a Gyros
FREE!!!
Delivery available after 5:00 everyday
Telephone # 348-8055

FREE snacks 4-6 pm
FREE pool 12-6 pm

★★

DO YOU NEED HELP?

ONLY AT ZORBA’S

Friday

White Town
“Women in Technology”
EMI Records

All Weekend Long!

1

1

approach at style.
The best song on the CD,
“Your Woman,” is the most listenable merely because it’s
catchy. The beats are finally
distinct and the chorus picks
up. A swing and forward drive
dominate this tune. Just about
every other song on the CD is
dull and lacks in clarity, but

THINK YOU MIGHT BE
PREGNANT?

5 0 16oz. Bud Light,
Miller Lite, Drafts

$ 95

“Women in Technology”
is an album that is queerly
named by a band who
believes “music is about
emotion rather than fashion.”
From beginning to end
White Town’s musical
intentions are unclear.
The first song on the
band’s new CD is
“Undressed,” which starts
out weak with a light synthesized percussion that
mimics the intro to
Whitney Houston’s “I
Wanna Dance With
Somebody.” I shiver at the
thought of an hour spent listening to a re-hashed sample of
‘80s music.
To my relief, a heavy bass
line punched through the twinkling spatter of beats. With a
shotgun-like drum beat above
the bass, the music became
more techno than anything
else.
The sound was shaping
up until the drone-like
singer/songwriter Jyoti
Mishra ended the beats with
a slithering melody and chorus line that dragged like
Roseanne Barr in a
marathon. Following was an
interlude of beats with high
vocals.
Most of the other songs
on the CD mirror the first
one in their eclectic

White Town makes an
honest but unsuccessful
effort to intrigue the listener.
White Town doesn’t
have the ingenuity to
make their music elements original in “Women
in Technology.” The most
interesting tune is “The
Function of the Orgasm,”
wherein a sizzling rainfall
is combined with a drum
beat and some squealing
pigs.
If anything, White
Town’s music is ideal for
late-night drives in the
rain. Its obscure and contrived nature suggests the
band’s aim is to create an ambience, but the listener is left
unmoved.
With a stack of great bands
like Blur, Chemical Brothers
and Iggy Pop, it’s easy to find
music that achieves its goal to
create ambience. If techno had
never been invented, I suppose
White Town’s flippant style
would keep my attention.

Dance Party
Drink Specials

$

by alison kalsbeek
staff writer

345-2466
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Sublessors

For Rent

For Rent

MINI STORAGE for summer.
Phone 348-7746.
________________________5/5
SAVE MONEY on your motorcycle and car insurance with BILL
HALL 345-7023 or stop by HALL
INSURANCE 1010 Lincoln Ave!
_______________________4/18
EXCITING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY TED’S WAREHOUSE is
available for sale. Contact Bill
Hall 345-7023 Leland Hall Real
Estate.
_______________________4/18

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
CHARLESTON COUNTRY CLUB
is hiring for day time server and
kitchen help. Free golf and pool.
345-6603
_______________________4/18
HAVE FUN THIS SUMMER
WORKING IN THE SUN making
$6-10 an hour painting houses in
the Barrington/Cary areas. Call
Mark 345-0012.
_______________________4/18
COLLEGE STUDENTS! Summer
Cruise Line positions. Excellent
pay/benefits. Call today for more
information. (504)429-9225 Ext
5172C15.
_______________________4/18
STAYING FOR THE SUMMER
HAVE FUN & MAKE MONEY at
Brian’s Place night club & Sports
Bar. Now hiring bartenders &
waitresses both start at $4.75
HR. 2100 Broadway Mattoon.
234-4151.
_______________________4/18
CAMP
STAFF-SEPARATE
NORTHERN MINNESOTA BOYS
CAMP AND GIRLS CAMP.
Seeking high energy, caring individuals as counselors to instruct
water skiing, board sailing, swimming, sailing, horseback riding,
mountain biking, archery, gymnastics, and back packing. Make
a difference in a child’s life. June
11 - August 13. Call 314-5673167.
_______________________4/29
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVIDUALS NEEDED to work Tuesday
evenings and weekends in a
small group home with DD individuals. Applications may be
picked up at 415 4th Street.
________________________5/1
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER
JOB? P.T. sales assoc. position
avail. at Off The Wall Ink.
Applicant must be able to work
independently and interact with
the public. Hrs. 10-4 M-F. Apply in
person at 521 7th St. Chas.
________________________5/5
EVERY CHILD DESERVES A
HEALTHY, HAPPY, NURTURING
ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH TO
GROW. Mooseheart, a private
home and school for children
located 40 miles west of Chicago
has the following F.T. opportunities available: RESIDENTIAL
CHILD CARE STAFF: seeking
caring, energetic, patient individuals or couples to live in our campus homes to nurture and provide
guidance to our children newborn
through high school age.
Applicants must be over 21,
experienced working with youth.
College degree preferred. Salary
— $1250.00 per month with benefits to include free room and
board (a value of over $9,000),
free major medical insurance,
pension plan, and 403B. To
schedule an on campus interview
for April 23rd, please contact your
Eastern Illinois University Career
Services office.
_______________________4/22

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT- Want to work in America’s
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
preserves with excellent benefits
& bonuses? (Seasonal/Summer)
Learn how from Outdoor information services. Call 1-206-9713624 ext. N57381
_______________________4/21
MATTOON YMCA SEEKING
ENTHUSIASTIC, DEPENDABLE
INDIVIDUALS to teach tumbling
classes 3 days a week. Call the
YMCA at 234-9494 for more info.
or come in and fill out an application.
_______________________4/18
CUSTOMER SUPPORT SPECIALIST Interim Personnel has
openings for candidates who
have 4-year degrees or who are
working towards their degrees.
Excellent communication and verbal skills are required. Will train
on days, but will work nights and
weekends. $9.00/hour. APPLY
TODAY OR SEND RESUME.
Interim
Personnel,
820A
Broadway, Mattoon, 2352299/345-2211.
_______________________4/22
WAREHOUSE PERSON NEEDED! Mattoon company seeks a
warehouse employee to do quality checking. Will work evenings,
4-5 hours per night, MondayFriday, Good Pay! Apply at
Interim
Personnel,
820A
Broadway, Mattoon, 2352299/345-2211.
_______________________4/22
LOOKING FOR THE ULTIMATE
SUMMER JOB? Earn $5 to $6/hr.
while working flexible evening
hours. Apply at Eastern Illinois
University Telemarketing Facility
located at Worthington Business
Center, Suite 107, Monday
through Friday 8:00-4:30. No
calls please!
_______________________4/18

2-3 PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED! Clean, furnished, and
spacious. RENT VERY NEGOTIABLE! 348-5597.
_______________________4/22
SUBLESSOR WANTED FOR 1
BEDROOM APT. $275/mo. $750
for summer. Please call 3487062. Available 5-15-97.
_______________________4/21
UP TO 3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR SUMMER, 2 bedroom
apartment. Very close. Call 3486405.
_______________________4/22
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR SUMMER 97. Close
to campus. Rent negotiable. 3454781.
_______________________4/18
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SUMMER 97. Park Place
Apartments. Under $200/month.
Totally furnished. Call 345-5830.
________________________5/2
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR 2
BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
Possible extended lease. Close
to campus, quiet setting.
$180/month/person. Mature individuals call 348-0198.
_______________________4/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED AT PARK
PLACE. 1 bedroom. Close to
campus. Rent negotiable. 3486017.
_______________________4/25
2-4 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR HOUSE. Rent negotiable.
Close to uptown. Call 345-6599.
Leave message.
_______________________4/23
ONE SUBLESSOR NEEDED at
Park Place for summer.
Negotiable rent. Low utilities. Call
Patsy 348-6101.
_______________________4/24

LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
________________________5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEOPLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363. Apartments available.
________________________5/5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bedroom furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
street. No pets allowed. Call 3487746 for appointment.
________________________5/5
LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 46 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
_______________________ 5/5
SUMMER STORAGE now leasing units starting at $30/month for
4x12 and up. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/5
FOR SUMMER 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
$300/month. Water and Trash
paid. 947 4th St. 348-7746.
________________________5/5
SUMMER ONLY. 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
________________________5/5

NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3
AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES for
97-98 school year. $235/month.
12 month. lease. Call 345-3148.
________________________5/5
2 AND 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS. Clean,
excellent condition. Good locations. Parking, laundry. No pets.
345-7286
________________________5/5
2 BEDROOM, FURNISHED
APARTMENT. 10 month lease.
Trash and water included. 3455048
_______________________4/18
NEED 2 FEMALES. Fully furnished home. Own bedrooms. All
utilities included. Semester or 10
month lease. Security required.
348-0699 after 5 or leave message.
_______________________4/21
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Water, trash, heat, furnished. No
pets. Security and lease required.
348-0699 after 5 or leave message.
_______________________4/21
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE. Available June 1.
Security deposit and year lease.
345-4010.
_______________________4/18
LARGE 2 BEDROOM-TOWNHOUSE STYLE APT. 2/3 people.
Nice, furnished, close to campus.
M & L Properties. 348-0350.
_______________________4/18

Make Money
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
information call 301-429-1326
________________________5/5
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!
________________________5/5
FUNDRAISER: MOTIVATED
GROUPS NEEDED to earn $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Since 1969
we’ve helped 1000’s of groups
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 Ext: 110.
Free CD to qualified callers.
________________________5/5
$1000’s POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll
Free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. R2262 for Listings.
_______________________4/18
$1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
(1)800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for
Listings.
_______________________4/18

Help Wanted
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld., IL. 60093. 847-446-2444
________________________5/2
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting companies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
_______________________4/22
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3000-$6000+/month in fisheries,
park,
resorts.
Airfare!
Food/Lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext A149.
_______________________4/22
CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc...
No exp. necessary. Free
room/board. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
_______________________4/22
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Roommates
SUMMER ONLY:2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
________________________5/5

Sublessors
SUMMER ONLY: 2 bedroom.
$300 a month. 348-7746.
________________________5/5
SUBLESSORS NEED IMMEDIATELY! $350/mo., 2 Bedrooms, 2
Bath, W/D, Water/Trash included.
A/C, Clean 345-5197, 348 5152.
_______________________4/21
2 FEMALE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR SUMMER. Rent
Cheap and very negotiable!
Please call Laurie and Kathy at
345-5647.
_______________________4/23
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. ONE
BEDROOM APT. 802 Jackson
Ave. $275/month plus utilities.
Available May 1st. Call 345-1271.
_______________________4/23

For Rent
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFurnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
________________________5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking available. Reasonable utilities. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
________________________5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees. Off street parking
available. Reasonable utilities.
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531.
________________________5/5
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
________________________5/5

campus clips

BSU/LASO PICNIC Sunday at 11 am -3 p.m. Come and support
each organization and have fun too.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP worship service Sunday, April
20th at 10:30am at the Christian Campus House 2231 S. 4th St. right
behind Lawson Hall.
STUDENT ATHLETIC FUN DAY April 20th from 4-7pm at the campus
pond. All athletes- come out and meet all the other Panther athletes
and play volleyball and other fun activities!
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR choir rehearsal tonight at 6pm
sharp in Rm. 13 of the Fine Arts building.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER open forum today from 4-6pm at the
Newman Center.
NEWMAN CENTER Monastery Coffee House Saturday night from
9:00pm to midnight at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend masses this Sunday at
11:00am and 9:00pm in the Coleman Auditorium Chapel.
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP chapter prayer tonight at
6pm in the Shelbyville Room.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Immanuel fest 97 April 19th
from 8pm to 1am at the Immanuel Lutheran Church. D.J. Fool and fun!!
Come and relieve some stress.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR prayer and praise today at
5:30 in room 013. To all choir members, come join the prayer committee for prayer, praise, and worship before choir rehearsal today!!
NSSLHA speaker today at 1:00pm in CS201. Dr. McCormick- topicemergent literacy.
NABJ meeting tonight at 7:00pm in the newsroom. All members must
attend tonight’s meeting.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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For Rent

For Rent

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
________________________5/5
FOR RENT 97-98 SIX BEDROOM TWO BATH HOUSE ON
CAMPUS. Call for appointment.
630-208-0218 after 5 p.m.
_______________________4/24
2 BEDROOM FOR RENT- 1
Block from campus. Call 3454543.
_______________________4/18
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students
only. Summer, $125/month. Most
utilities included. Kitchen privileges. One block from campus.
Diane, 345-7266 after 5pm.
_______________________4/23
MINI STORAGE for summer.
Phone 348-7746.
________________________5/5
SUMMER ONLY. 3 bedroom apt,
415 Harrison; 4 bedroom house
$300 month. 348-5032
_______________________4/25
2 HOUSES FOR RENT FOR
SUMMER 97. Call 342-3475 for
information.
_______________________4/18
AVAILABLE AUGUST, 2 BEDROOM HOUSE across from
Buzzard. Partially furnished.
Trash paid. $450/month. 1921 9th
Street. 348-1067.
_______________________4/18
NICE CLEAN EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT. Available May ‘97May ‘98. Call 348-0819 leave
message.
_______________________4/18
FOR RENT- FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
large, furnished deluxe apartment. Central air, free parking,
laundry facilities, close to campus. Call 349-8824.
_______________________4/30
LARGE THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENT in quiet residential
building at 300 Harrison. $185
per month/person. Call David
McGrady at 348-8258.
_______________________4/28
VERY NICE FOUR BEDROOM
HOUSE, furnished one block
from Lantz Gym. Carport, two full
baths, two full kitchens, and trash
paid. Call 345-5088 for more
information.
_______________________4/18
NICE FURNISHED 2 PERSON
APARTMENT close to EIU.
Priced right, available August 10.
Call Howard at 345-2029.
________________________5/5
5 BEDROOM HOUSE ON 4TH
STREET. CALL 345-7993.
4/22
STUDIO APARTMENT OR 2
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
NORTH OF SQUARE. NICE,
PARKING AVAILABLE. 348-0927
AFTER 5 P.M.
_______________________4/23
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT
LOCATED AT 501 1/2 TAYLOR
IN CHARLESTON. FULLY FURNISHED. AVAILABLE MAY 15,
1997. LEASE AND DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. PHONE 345-6011
AFTER 5:30. CALL 345-9462.
4/25
CHARLESTON: 2 BEDROOM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. LEASE
AND DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
PHONE 345-6011 AFTER 5:30.
345-9462.
4/25
FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE-501
TAYLOR. GREAT LOCATION. 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. 3
BEDROOMS FOR 3-4 PERSONS. FOR INFORMATION
PLEASE CALL 345-6011 AFTER
5:39 CALL 345-9462 ASK FOR
LARRY.
4/25
UNIQUE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT FOR
RENT. OFF THE STREET PARKING. TRASH PAID. 10 MONTH
LEASE. CALL 345-5088.
4/18
FOR RENT BRITTANY RIDGE
APTS. AVAILABLE. Summer,
Fall, Spring semester. Occupancy
5. Call 235-0629. Ask for Matt.
_______________________4/21
UNFURNISHED HOUSES FOR
CLEAN,
NON-SMOKING
FEMALES. Near campus. Year
lease. 345-2564.
_______________________4/25
SUMMER ‘97 ONLY Individual
rooms for Rent. 345-7225.
________________________5/5
HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND 97-98 YEAR. Partially
furnished, appliances, one house
with C/A. 12 mo. lease, REF.
DEP. Call 345-5999
_______________________4/25
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Close to campus
for 2 quiet, older students. No
smoking, no pets, no parties!
Reference and deposit required.
Rent $200. 348-0979 after 3pm.
________________________5/5

AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER/FALL
‘97. 2 years old 2 and 3 bedroom
apartment on Lincoln St. Call
345-5148 or 348-0157.
________________________5/2
A 1, 2, AND 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. NOT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. Water and garbage
furnished. A/C, some with W/D
hook-up. Clean and efficient. 3454494.
_______________________4/18
A 3 BEDROOM RANCH HOME,
2 blocks from campus. C/A, W/D,
fenced-in backyard with one car
garage. Low utilities, clean and
modern. 345-4494.
_______________________4/18
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For Sale
85 WHITE SAAB 900 TURBO
powerlocks, power sunroof, automatic. $1200 OBO. Cal Brooks
345-1460
________________________5/3
SMITH & CORONA WORDPROCESSOR w/monitor. New with
added supplies. $175 contact
Nickie 345-2138.
_______________________4/23
86 MUSTANG. 6CL, auto, BLK,
good condition. $3000. Call Kim
Brooks 345-5692.
_______________________4/18
PEAVEY T-15 GUITAR with hard
case. $200. Call Jason 345-9752.
_______________________4/18
1986 HONDA ACCORD LX.
Power windows, doors, tapeplayer, sunroof. Runs great. $2500
obo. 345-4157 Andrea.
_______________________4/18
FOR SALE PIONEER 7 MULTI
CASSETTE DECK for home system. Still new! Box and manual
included. $200. Call 581-2054.
_______________________4/18
TREK 950 MOUNTAIN BIKE. LX
Components. Very good condition. $275. 345-4499.
_______________________4/19
2 DELUXE LOFTS, each w/built
in shelf. Adds ALLOT of space.
$100/each. Call 3685.
_______________________4/25
GIBSON LES PAUL, Electric
Guitar, perfect condition, $650.
Fender Twin Reverb, tube amp.,
$400. ph. 345-5425.
_______________________4/18
1980 MOTORCYCLE...HONDA
G O L D W I N G - I N T E R S TAT E .
Excellent Condition, low mileage.
Call 581-5289. Leave message.
_______________________4/18
WATERBED WITH UNDER-BED
STORAGE DRAWERS. $100
o.b.o. Call 348-5883.
_______________________4/25
LOFT FOR SALE. FITS LAWSON AND TAYLOR. CALL 5813604.
______________________ 4/22
91 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE.
33 K. AUTO, AIR, WHITE. V-8
5.0 SHARP. PRICED $9375.
PHONE 345-6868.
4/22
TREK 820 6 months old- used for
only 1. New bar ends and neck,
lock, chain included. $350 o.b.o.
Call Ray 348-5434.
_______________________4/23
1985
HONDA
ACCORD
Automatic, 108K, am/fm cassette
cruise, air, well kept, great car.
$3300, 345-5079.
_______________________4/21
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings.
_______________________4/18

Lost & Found
LOST: GOLD CHAIN AND
CROSS. Very sentimental.
Generous reward. 348-7741
(309)692-2958.
_______________________4/18
LOST KEYS ON 4/9. They were
on a Sarah Bush Lincoln
Healthcare key ring. Phone 3454854.
_______________________4/18
FOUND: MEN’S JACKET in a
Coleman Hall classroom. Identify
to claim in Speech Department,
119 Coleman Hall.
_______________________4/21
FOUND ONE PAGER. Report to
police station with description.
_______________________4/22
FOUND KITTEN. Danija 3457545.
_______________________4/22

Announcements
WOULD YOU LIKE PERMISSION TO DRIVE WHILE
IMPAIRED? April 21, 9th Street
parking lot.
_______________________4/18

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

Announcements

Announcements

Personals

Personals

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435.
________________________5/5
OFFICIAL NOTICE TO ALL
SPRING/SUMMER GRADUATES: YOU MAY ORDER DISTINCTIVE
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
@
TOKENS... FAST, 5-DAY DELIVERY... ALSO, IT’S NOT TOO
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
COME IN TO SEE US AT
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800954-7237
_______________________4/30
NEW AT TOKENS EVERY DAY:
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PROCESSING. $4.99 PER ROLL OR
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS &
FREE FILM $4.99
________________________5/5
THE PLACE- 8 miles east on
Route 16. Weekly Specials: Mon50 cent drafts. Tues- free pool.
Wed- Ladies’ Night, 25 cent
drafts, $1 rail. Thurs- $1 Ice
House. Fri/Sat- live DJ 9-1.
_______________________4/21
PARTY BARN AND HAYRIDES.
Barn with loft. Outdoor corral area
with volleyball court and bonfire
area available August 1st. Book
before May 15th for special rates.
348-1424.
______________________4/29.
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area.
Toll Free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. H2262 for current listings.
_______________________4/18

CHRONIC ITCH at TED’S on
Friday, April 18th at 9 p.m.
_______________________4/18
ESA SWING-A-THON Raise $ for
Easter Seals this weekend!
Swinging at Morton Park for 48
HOURS! SPONSOR TODAY!
348-4198
_______________________4/18
HEY YOU! THREE WEEKS ARE
LEFT AND STILL NO RESUME?
Get one done and a cover letter
at Student Publications. Call 5812812 TODAY and ask for Leticia
or Adrienne
_______________________4/21
ATTN GREEKS: Don’t forget to
order Blimpie’s this weekend.
Support PHC/IFC while earning a
cash prize for your own chapter.
_______________________4/18
IF YOU THINK YOU “DRIVE
BETTER” WHEN YOU’RE
DRUNK, some show the campus
community how to do it. April 21,
9th Street parking lot.
_______________________4/18
JAZZERCISE GRAND OPENING
SAT. APRIL 19 8 A.M.-12 P.M.
Body Fat Testing Available. Door
Prizes-refreshments. 9:00-9:25
a.m. Musical Chairs; 9:30-9:55
Regular; 10:00-10:25 Step;
10:30-10:55 Body Sculpt. 683
Castle Dr. Charleston 345-1626.
COME TRY US OUT FOR FREE.
_______________________4/18

TAUS THAT WENT TO RLWS, I
am so proud of all of you. You
represented Beta Pi wonderfully!
Tau Love, Uphoff
_______________________4/18
CHRONIC ITCH at TED’S on
Friday, April 18th at 9 p.m.
_______________________4/18
Come check out CHRONIC ITCH
at TED’S on Friday, April 18th at
9 p.m. with special guests
Halfway Jane from S.I.U. and a
state-of-the-art light show put on
by Mike Ziebka.
_______________________4/18
GOOD JOB, SIG KAP AIRBAND!
Let’s go Sig Kaps- keep up the
spirit!
_______________________4/18
A-PHI’S- You know what you are!
A-Phi Love and mine, Shahin
_______________________4/18
ALPHA PHI’S- We are so proud
of you. You guys are awesome.
A-Phi Love, Top 5
_______________________4/18
SIG EPS- Congrats on an AWESOME Greek sing performance
last Sunday and good luck to all
the tuggers today! Love, Sarah
_______________________4/18
TAUS, you are doing an awesome job with Greek Week!! Just
remember have fun. Tau Love,
Uphoff
_______________________4/18
JULIE MONTGOMERY OF AST.
Congratulations on Greek Advisor
of the Year. I don’t know anybody
that deserves it more than you.
Thanks for everything, Uphoff
_______________________4/18
SIG KAPS, Thank you for all of
your support on Monday. I really
appreciate it. See ya at 4:00!
Love, Byron
_______________________4/18

TRI-SIGMA TUGGERS: Only two
more to go. I know you can do it.
Good luck! Love, Butter
_______________________4/18
GO PHI SIG TUGGERS! Good
luck in semifinals! LITP, Amber C.
_______________________4/18
AMBER KELSEY OF PHI SIG
Thanks for all your hard work on
Airband. Airband Team- You did a
great job last night! LITP! Buckley
_______________________4/18
KIM HARRIS AND LAURA
BREUER OF ASA- Congrats on
your new positions- You’ll both do
great! Alpha Love, your suitepeas
_______________________4/18
KIM HARRIS OF ASA Your sisters are extremely proud of you
and your new position as Student
Body President! Alpha Love, your
sisters
_______________________4/18
GREAT JOB TO ALL HOUSES
who participated in Airband!
Love, the ladies of ASA
_______________________4/18
LET’S GO ALPHA TUGS LET’S
GO—LET’S GO ALPHA TUGS
LET’S GO
_______________________4/18
ASA AIRBAND- You ladies were
excellent last night! Love, your
sisters
_______________________4/18
THE LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA would like to congratulate
all Greeks who participated in a
unified Greek Week!
_______________________4/18
AWESOME JOB ASA AIRBAND,
Last night you all looked wonderful! Alpha Love, your sisters
_______________________4/18
IT’S ALL ABOUT...ALPHA TUGS!
_______________________4/18

Personals
DELTA ZETA AND ZETA PHI
BETA- Great job at the step show
last night. It’s a Zeta thing.
_______________________4/18
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DELTA ZETA AIRBAND- We are
so proud of you, you did wonderful last night. Love, your sisters
_______________________4/18
PHI SIG TUGGERS: Great job at
kickin’ butt Wednesday. I know
you can do it again! I was so
proud. Love, your sweetheart
_______________________4/18
SIGMA NU TUGS: We are proud
of you guys! Hey Eric, nice floaties. No splash! Good luck at
Airband, guys.
_______________________4/18
JIMMY BEUSTER OF PKA
Congratulations on IFC Delegate
of the Year! Love your proud
mom Jamie
_______________________4/18
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA celebrates Founder’s Day, April 19th.
99 years of excellence.
_______________________4/18
HEATHER NOVAK AND JENNA
FREDERICKSON OF TRISIGMA: Airband was great! Love,
your sisters.
_______________________4/18
ANNE GIARRANTE OF TRISIGMA Thanks for all your hard
work planning this weekend’s
Founder’s Day dinner. Love, your
sisters
_______________________4/18
GOOD LUCK TRI-SIGMA TUGGERS AND VOLLEYBALL! Keep
up the hard work. Love, your sisters
_______________________4/18
CFM: I can’t wait to tip our 40’s
on Sunday! -Ric
_______________________4/18
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VICTORIA MARKLEY OF TRISIGMA, congratulations on getting elected to Student Senate.
Love, your sisters
_______________________4/18
SIGMA CHI AIRBAND...you
“girls” looked great last night!
Way to go Jitterbugs! Love, Kathy
_______________________4/18
TUG, TUG, TUG SIGMA CHI!
Good luck today, I’ll be cheering
for you! Love, Kathy
_______________________4/18
HEY KEITH (“SATAN”) POWERS! Happy 20th Birthday. It’s
going to be a good one. Love,
Nina
_______________________4/18
CONGRATULATIONS SIG EP
TUGS!
_______________________4/18
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
EVERYONE who did Greek sing,
it was a great success. The men
of Sig Ep.
_______________________4/18
CFM: HAPPY 21ST! Hope you
won’t have to put the foam in the
sun after tonight!
_______________________4/18
CFM IS DONE WITH HER
MAJOR TERM PAPER and she is
rockin’ on “GO” for her 21st!
_______________________4/18
Sell your unwanted items in the
Classified Section of the Daily
Eastern News
_____________________HA-00
Don’t forget to surprise your
friend with a birthday ad with a
message and a photo.
_____________________HA-00

On the Verge of the Weekend

SUMMER 1997 TEST SCHEDULE

notices

Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
PERKINS/NDSL BORROWERS––If you are graduating or do not
plan to be at least a half-time student at Eastern next semester, it
is mandatory to complete an exit interview. Failure to do so will
result in a COMPLETE HOLD being placed on your University
record. Interviews will be held in the Office of Student Accounts,
south side Old Main, cashier’s entrance, the week of April 21
through April 25, 1997. CALL 581-3715 TO SCHEDULE YOUR
EXIT INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.–Linda Coffey, Assistant
Bursar
DAVE
DEBOLT
TEACHER
SHORTAGE
SCHOLARSHIP––Applications for the 1997-98 David A. DeBolt
Teacher Shortage Scholarship have been received and may be
picked up in the Lower E-Wing, Student Services. To be eligible
you must meet the following: a U.S. citizen or eligible non-citizen;
a legal resident of the State of Illinois; enrolled on at least a halftime basis as an undergraduate at the sophomore level or above
in a “Teacher Education Program,” or as a graduate seeking initial
teacher certification; meet the Satisfactory Academic Progress
Policy of the school at which you are enrolled; are not in default;
have not been awarded a Paul Douglas Teacher Scholarship, a
Minority Teacher of Illinois Scholarship, or an Illinois Special
Education Teacher Scholarship for the same academic period for
which you are applying. The Free Application for Federal Student
Aid must be completed. Deadline for application is May 1,
1997.–Beverly Miller, Financial Aid Advisor
STUDENT MAY PAYCHECKS––Students who will not be on campus May 30th(payday) and are unable to pick up their paycheck
should sign up for Electronic Funds Transfer(EFT) prior to May 1,
1997 to have their check deposited into their banking facility or a
self-addressed stamped envelope will need to be delivered to the
Student Payroll Office, Room 208, Old Main for the check to be
mailed. Students should verify that the University has a correct
home address as this is the address that their 1997 W-2 will be
mailed in January. If the address on the April paycheck is missing
or incorrect, the student should contact the Housing Office and the
Student Payroll Office.–Sandra Ramsay, Payroll Supervisor

STUDENTS: THIS SCHEDULE WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED AGAIN
THIS SEMESTER. FOR THAT REASON, WE SUGGEST THAT YOU
CUT THIS NOTICE OUT AND SAVE IT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
READ THE DATES CAREFULLY. NOTE: NO REGISTRATION WILL
BE ACCEPTED DURING THE SEVEN DAYS BEFORE ANY EXAM.
SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS: STUDENTS WHO HAVE SPECIAL
NEEDS THAT MAT REQUIRE SPECIAL TESTING ACCOMMODATIONS SHOULD CONTACT MS. MARTHA JACQUES, DISABILITIES
SERVICES, 6583, AT LEAST FOUR WEEKS PRIOR TO THE TEST
DATE.
DATE
TIME
REGISTRATION
WRITING COMPETENCY
July 19
9 a.m. Begins Apr. 21
*(Fee - $18)
Students whose native language is not English and who may need
extra time or the use of a bilingual dictionary should contact Doug
Bower, Testing Services, 5986, at least four weeks prior to the test
date.
CONSTITUTION & HEALTH June 18
10 a.m. Begins Apr. 21
*(Fee - $2)
1 p.m.
July 25
10 a.m. Begins Apr. 21
2 p.m.
The Constitution and Health Studies exams apply only to students
graduating under a catalog prior to 1992-1993.
TAP
*(Fee - $15)
June 21
8:30 a.m. Begins Apr. 21
SUMMER ONLY!
REGISTRATION INFORMATION
REGISTER FROM 8 A.M. - 4 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, AT
THE TESTING SERVICES OFFICE, 202 STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING.
SEATING IS LIMITED ON ALL TESTS - REGISTER EARLY TO
ASSURE A SEAT.
-Douglas Bower

Director of Testing Services

When We Say We Match
Competitor’s ADS

NEW Payment Option: ATM DEBIT CARDS

WE DO IT!!!

ACCEPTED

LINCOLN & UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON

OPEN
NEW ATM
24 HOURS CASH MACHINE

960 18TH STREET
CHARLESTON

OPEN
NEW ATM CASH
6AM-11PM
MACHINE, WIC

“Low Price Leader For Over 55 Years”
SERVICES
• Lotto
• Coupons Accepted
• Copy Service

We Reserve the Right to
Limit Quantities.

• Money Orders - 39¢
• Food Stamps Accepted
• Postage Stamps

WALKER’S ANNUAL
“GROCERS FIGHT CANCER DAY”
Saturday, April 19th, 1997
Walker’s will contribute 5% of your purchase to the American Cancer Society on this special day.
With your help we can donate $9,00000 (our goal) of all customer’s purchases to this great cause.

Prairie Farms Old Recipe 1/2 Gallon

Frito Lay Pre-Priced $1.99 Fat Free

Rold Gold
Pretzels 2 $
Lewis 100% Wheat 16oz

Ice Cream

/5

/ 3/ 3

Nabisco Fat Free Snackwells 8-9 oz

Cookies & Crackers........... / 3
Keebler Sunshine 13.5-16 oz
$ 77
Hi Ho Crackers................... Each
Edy’s Fat Free & Sugar Free 1/2 Gallon
$ 27
Ice Cream..........................

2 $ 00

Healthy Life Bread.....

Tony’s Pagoda Cafe 9oz

/5
$ 99
Oven Risers................ 3
5 $ 00
Originals...................../ 10
¢
Bread.......................... 97

Tombstone 12” Vegetable

Jack’s 12”

Wonder Country Style 16oz

$1,200
of Gift Certificates
to be given away!

Butternut Lite • 3 Varieties

Breads

/3

2 $

00

Hostess Lights Low Fat

Twinkies • Cup Cakes
$ 37
Brownies • Crumb Cakes... Each

2

16 oz

Prairie Farms

Del Monte Golden Ripe Sweet

Pineapple Orange Juice

$

2

97

Each

$

2 $ 00

1
3

3 $ 00

Eggrolls......................

00

2 $

00

2

47

Gallon

Food
Demonstrations
throughout
all 4 stores!

Save Save Save Save Save Save Save Save

Save Save Save Save Save Save Save Save

A Tradition of Customer Care, Quality, & Exceptional Value

Prices Ef fective Friday, April 18 thru Sunday, April 20, 1997

